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Next Daily slated for Dec. 4
Today’s Spartan Daily will be the last one until after the
Thanksgiving holiday.
It is Spartan Daily policy not to publish directly preceding
and following a holiday.
Publication will resume Wednesday, Dec. 4.

pa rtan Daily
Serving San Jose State University Since 1934

Council wipes out
, Fall, Spring funds
By James Hadley
A.S. Council is flat broke.
It drained its fall and spring budgets, which originally totaled $15,000.48, Wednesday night.
At the beginning of the semester council cut the budget in half to keep this from
happening.
Unless some of the loans the council has granted are repaid, no special
allocations will be made again this academic year, according to A.S. Treasurer
Stephanie Dean.
She said she did not know how much money in loans has not been paid back.
There was $400 left in the fall and $4,605.02 in the spring general funds.
Special bucks
Council allocated $2,500 for a special referendum, $2,400 as a loan for the Winter
Carnival, $900 to Greek Week, $610 to the Rugby Club, $475 to the Organization of
Arab Students and $245.02 to the India Association.
All of these funds except the Winter Carnival, Organization of Arab Students and
partial funds for the special referendum were granted only if the loan for the
Winter Carnival is repaid.
According to Dean, Winter Carnival is one of the few organizations that does
repay its loans.
The carnival is an annual student trip to a ski resort planned for January.
Tickets are sold which pays back to the loan to A.S.
Three weeks ago the fall general fund was penniless.
Then council drew on two available sourcesthe Telephone Commission Fund of
$2,800 and the Birth Control Clinic account of $3,500to pull $4,400 into the fall and
$2,900 into the spring budget.
Council turned right around and spent the $4,400 from the fall fund at that same
meeting.
Money frozen
The Birth Control Clinic account was frozen last spring when the clinic and
Student Health Services were merged.
$500 is still frozen in the account.
The funds were originally frozen to keep the center from spending it.
The other contributing source was the Telephone Commission Fund, a collection
of money coming from pay phones on campus.
$2,500 was granted for a special referendum.
AB 3116, now law, requires that a student referendum be taken to advise the
California Colleges and University Board of Trustees on how much student fees
should be.
President John H. Bunzel will also make a recommendation to the chancellor’s
office.
The law provides $2.6 million for instructionally related activities, including the
Spartan Daily, marching band, drama and dance activities.
It goes into effect Jan. 1 and guidelines are being established by the California
Colleges and University Chancellor’s Office.
"Programs at stake"
Organizers of the special referendum, A.S. Treasurer Stephanie Dean and A.S.
Information Officer Lee Smaus, said in a written statement , "The very lives of
many A.S. services, prgrams and activities are at stake in this election, in fact the
very existence of the association.
"We feel," they wrote, "a well coordinated and extensive campaign to maintain
the A.S. fee at its current level is required."
Dr. Terry Christensen, assistant professor of political science, will advise on the
campaign.
Special allocations, a recommending body, recommended the full $2,500 be
granted for the referendum.
After requesting $1,400, the Greeks, a fraternity, received $900 to stage Greek
Week.
In an effort to change the image of fraternities as "freeloading, beer-drinking
jocks" the proceeds will go to the Muscular Dystrophy Foundation, said a
representation of the Greeks.
Rugby funded
Rugby Club received $610 of their $975 request for tournament fees and equipment.
Rugby is the British form of football.
Special allocations recommended the club get $1,000.
Organization of Arab Students received $475 of its MOO request for Arab Week
which will feature a cultural program and a program on the oil producing Arabian
Peninsula and the liberation wars in Dhofar. The money will go toward films,
speakers and publicity.
Special allocations recommended $375.
India Association was allocated $245.02 for a National Republic Day celebration
for entertainment, preparations and publicity.

Arab demonstrators

to present grievances
t, at next A.S. meeting
Elie Aoun

A.S. Council
changes ruling

on smoking ban
A.S. Council amended its ban on
smoking
Wednesday
night
by
stipulating that smokers smoke on the
right side of the room by a 13-3-1 vote.
Last week Councilwoman Jeannette
Ricard, a non-smoker, brought up the
proposal which was approved 8-7,
saying the smoke was irritating to nonsmokers.
About half the council smokes.
Councilman John Hart, a smoker,
said he agreed with Ricard and if
councilmembers wanted to smoke they
should go out of the chambers.

Stanford said he and the others
represented a majority of the A.S. in its
request to set up a forum and showed
Bunzel a resolution signed by 11 council
members and A.S. President John
Rico.

Students ask forum
on Econ issue, AS.,
80-20, birth control
"We want to discuss format and
time" for a public forum, argued
Thomassen, explaining that they didn’t
have a formal council resolution to
present because the council meeting
was not until later in the day.
"We have a disagreement," replied
Bunzel. "I was prepared to discuss the
issues today," not a forum.
Bunzel said he would only discuss a
forum after council had passed a
resolution, after Rico made a request
and after he had time to talk it over
with his staff.
"Why do you want to put it off?"
Thomassen demanded. He said it was a
"typical tactic" that Bunzel used to
delay consideration of issues until late
in the semester when students are tied
up with exams.
"I don’t know who you represent
except yourselves," said Bunzel. He
repeated his willingness to discuss a
forum with Rico and his representatives.
"You have Rico’s signature on that
letter," snapped Stanford, pointing to
the resolution. "He knew when he

The list of proposed grievances to be
presented was drawn up in a closed
meeting in the Student Union after the
pro-Arab protestors’ demonstration in
the Daily office.
Grievances listed
The proposals to be presented to the
A.S.
Council
included:
Asking the council to officially
denounce and condemn the Spartan
Daily for its "racial policies."
And, that the council officially
accept and support the demands set
down by the pro-Arab students.
Aoun said he would also be requesting
that A.S. Council cut the Daily’s funds.
Funds controlled
"Since the A.S. Council allots $28,000
to the Spartan Daily, they ( AS.) are in
essence the publisher of the paper,"
Aoun said.
"The Spartan Daily does not serve
the students on this campus and
therefore, it is the duty of the council to
take action against the Spartan Daily."
Fifty pro-Arab demonstrators had
marched on the Spartan Daily office
Wednesday after a list of proposals
presented to the Daily’s editors
Tuesday was turned down.

The proposals asked that the Spartan
Daily cease publishing
"anti Palestinian cartoons," apologize
publically for "previous racist political
cartoons," and that no signatures be
"required from foreign student
organizations that have endangered
members."
Demands refused
According to Kathy Rebello, editorin-chief, all three demands were
refused.
After the demands were turned down,
the group, wearing scarves, holding
protest signs and copies of the Daily in
front of them to prevent being
photographed, converged on the Daily
office.
A demonstration was also held
Tuesday, but ended without incident.
demonstration,
Wednesday’s
however, ended only after the Daily
staff was forced to leave the office and
campus and city police threatened to
arrest the demonstrators.
There was no repeat of Wednesday’s
demonstration yesterday and the pro.
Arab students were not available for
comment on what their immediate
plans are concerning the Daily.

Faculty criticize computer

CAR blamed for FTE loss?
By Robin Budrow
Everyone involved with the Computer Assisted Registration’s ( CAR)
fall semester debut expected some
problems.
The impact of those problems,
however, have surfaced only recently
as a result of the drop in anticipated
full-time equivalent ( FTE ) students.
The drop of FTE this fall cost the
university $638,000, to be paid back to
the university chancellor’s office.
In an attempt to explain the drop,
department
chairpersons,
administrators and deans have dumped a
great portion of the blame on CAR.
CAR blamed for drop
James Sawrey, dean of the School of
Social Sciences ( where the largest
FTE drop occurred) has repeatedly
charged that CAR is partially to blame
for the drop.

Bunzel, students meet on issues
but fail to agree what to discuss
By Phil Trounstine
SJSU President John H. Bunzel and
three students met Wednesday as
Bunzel had promised, but argued for 45
minutes over what they were supposed
to talk about.
Bunzel promised last Thursday, when
confronted by about 80 protesters, that
he would meet for an hour with 15
students to discuss four campus
policies that had sparked the protest.
The issues were the 80-20 policy, the
merger of the health and birth control
centers, the disfranchisement of the
Economics Department and the fiscal
autonomy of AS. Council.
But the students, bearing the draft of
a resolution from A.S. Council, said
they wanted instead to discuss setting
up a public forum on the issues.
Heated debate ensued between
Bunzel and the students, John Hummer, Tom Thomassen and Mark
Stanford, when the president refused to
discuss a forum.
"If I were to come in here and change
the agenda," Bunzel said, "you’d be the
first to demand that I adhere to what we
had agreed to talk about."

By John Brayfield
Three SJSU students, representing a
group of pro-Arab demonstrators, will
go before the A.S. Council Dec. 4, to
present a list of grievances in hopes the
council will "take the action against
racism which the Spartan Daily failed
to do."
A spokesman for the pro-Arab group,
Elie Aoun, asked Wednesday the
council to allow the three representatives to speak at the next A.S. Council
meeting. The group held a demonstration and sit-in in the Spartan Daily
earlier that day.
End of agenda
The group was told at the beginning
of the meeting that they could speak as
soon as all business on the agenda was
completed.
However, there were not enough
council members left to form a quorum
following the completion of the agenda.
The council’s official business was not
completed until after 9 p.m. and the
pro-Arab group was asked to return to
the next council meeting.
No meeting Wednesday
There is no A.S. Council meeting
scheduled for next week.

signed it we’d be presenting it to you."
"I’m not prepared to discuss it
today," Bunzel shot back.
"You’re backtracking from what you
said last week," Stanford retorted,
noting that Bunzel had promised,
during a meeting with several foreign
students, to participate in a public
forum.
Bunzel, becoming visibly perturbed,
leaned forward and said, "Mark, you
asked me to have a meeting to discuss
the issues. Come on now, here I am."
Thomassen accused Bunzel of
stalling for time, his proof being that
the president hadn’t denied that he was
stalling.
"That’s a McCarthy-like statement,"
Bunzel snapped. "You’re accusing me
of something because I haven’t denied
it."
Bunzel repeated his position and
asked the students if they cared to
discuss the issues.
"We want to discuss the issues
publicly," Thomassen replied once
more.
As the meeting wound to a close,
Bunzel agreed with Stanford that a
private discussion of the issues is not as
valuable as a public forum.
A.S. President John Rico said
Wednesday evening that he would
formally request a meeting with Bunzel
to discuss setting up a forum.

Sawrey, at a meeting of department
chairpersons several weeks ago, said
CAR did not even count approximately
30 FTE in New College.
Many other "high demand" lab
classes in his school and throughout the
university, Sawrey said Tuesday, went
through the semester with empty seats
because instructors, for the first time,
could not disenroll students who failed
to show up.
Instead, the students had to drop the
class through CAR and, by then, it was
too late for other students to add the
class, Sawrey maintained.
Detrimental effect on science
John Foote, director of academic
planning, partially confirmed Sawrey’s
charges of CAR’s detrimental effect on
science and lab classes.
"The sciences’ enrollment dropped
below average for the first time," Foote
said, dittoing the example Sawrey
gave, "but we can’t say CAR is totally
responsible."
An official report on CAR is expected
soon, he added.
Foote’s and Sawrey’s concerns were
echoed by Clyde Brewer, director of
admissions.
Brewer, who now defends CAR’s
performance, said he is on record as
opposing CAR when the system was
first suggested.
The system was implemented,
however, at what he called the
"chancellor’s mandate."
Now that it’s here, however, Brewer
said, all that can be done is modifying
and improving the system.
Unforseen problems arose
Brewer did admit that unforseen
computer’s
the
in
problems
programming caused problems but
said alternative solutions offered "after
the fact" were not taken advantage of
by department chairpersons.
"We knew the system could not be
implemented 100 per cent correctly,"
he said.
One error Brewer recounted resulted
from a recommendation for the council
of deans, to add 90 per cent of the
individual
supervision courses
studies I instead of enrolling them
through CAR.
It resulted, Brewer said, in the
"biggest fiasco I was ever involved in
all my life" during the add-drop
process.
The
error
also
eventually
miscalculated the FTE by 300, which,
translated to money coming from the
state, equaled $255,000.
Even so. Brewer said he does not feel
the FTE drop can be totally pushed off
on CAR.

Car is simply a -counting process,"
he said, not an enrollment obtainer.
The enrollment drop, according to
Brewer, was mainly in upper division
students withdrawing from SJSU,
fewer community college transfers and
drop in the graduated student
programs.
Only one of those phenomenonthe
500 fewer transfer students was
forseen, Brewer said, and included in
the calculations of expected FTE.
The graduate and upper division
student drops, Brewer said, cannot be
blamed on CAR because those 801
students did not even enroll.
Brewer pointed out that the average
unit loads of student; remained the
same as in the past two years-11.1 to
11.2 units.
Thus, those students who enrolled
through CAR and the walk-through
registration were not hindered in
getting classes.
Enrollment had been "top-heavy" in
the junior, senior and graduate level
classes for years, he said.
If the trend had continued, Brewer
noted, once those upper division
students graduated, the drop of FTE
would have been down another 3,000.
Freshman enrollment tripled
The pattern was turned, however,
and the freshman class enrollment has
tripled over the past several years
creating "a more balanced enrollment
spread," according to Brewer.
The SJSU CAR system, Brewer
added, is the "most successful" of the
five CAR systems throughout the
statewide university system.
"Success," however, is measured by

Clyde Brewer
different yardsticks.
Although SJSU’s system had a higher
percentage of students receiving
complete schedules thaa the other state
Universities, Foote noted, all five of
those universities had a drop in FTE.
"Perhaps it was coincidence," Foote
added.
Brewer interpreted the same
university enrollment trends differently.
Three of the four Northern California
schools to drop in enrollment were Bay
Area
schoolsHayward
State
University, San Francisco State
University, and SJSU.
Hayward had the most severe drop,
but does not have a CAR system,
Brewer said.

Graduate in need
of blood for survival

...

A 1971 business graduate of SJSU is lying in Stanford
Hospital with a 50-50 chance of regaining normal life if
needed blood transfusions are obtained.
Without the blood, William Russell Stark, 28, has a "zero
chance" of surviving, according to Dr. Kenneth Meinhardt of
the Santa Clara County Public Health Department.
Stark is suffering with acute leukemia.
Blood is desperately needed to perform the "absolutely
vital" transfusions on Stark, Meinhardt said.
Donations in his name are being taken at the American
Red Cross offices at 333 McKendrie St. in San Jose and 3330
Hillview Ave. in Palo Alto.
Meinhardt said Stark would need many transfusions to
improve his condition. After he has been stabilized he will
probably need periodic transfusions, he added.
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From the Editor’s desk
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Daily must avoid snowballing censorship
Kathy Rebello
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The Spartan Daily is once again
under attack.
This time the controversy
revolves around the Paul Conrad
cartoons that appear in the Daily
on this pagethe Forum page.
We believe that much of the
verbal abuse the Daily has
received within the last few days
and physical disruptions, can all be
attributed to one factora false
conception on many reader’s part
as the what role the cartoon plays
in a newspaper.
Foreign students have hurtled
accusations of "racism" at us for
the running of four cartoons which
they claim to be anti-Arab.
They have insisted that
because we have published these
four cartoons, the Daily is taking
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an editorial stand on the
Palestinian issue.
Neither of these claims is true.
Historically in journalism, the
cartoon has served as a means to
simplify or crystallize ideas
regarding current events so the
reader can catch the meaning of
the statement in a glance.
They are the thoughts of one
personthe cartoonist ( in this case
Paul Conrad.) They do not
represent the political or social
position of the newspaper that is
publishing the cartoons.
This is the case of almost all
newspapersfrom the
large
metropolitans to the small weekly
publications to the university
press.
In the case of the Dailywhere
our resources are limitedwe
subscribe to Conrad, a PulitzerPrize winning cartoonist, who
syndicates his cartoons to over 150
newspapers across the nation.
Although he is considered to be
the cartoonist for the L.A. Times,
Conrad, himself, has made it very
clear that his cartoons are not
that
paper’s
dictated
by

philosophiesand certainly not the
philosophy of any other nespaper.
This holds true for the Daily too.
Just as one of our readers may
find that his best mode of expressing varying political and
social thoughts in the newspaper is
through a letter to the editor or a
community commentso Conrad
finds his best means through
drawings.
Admittedly, at times a cartoon
may come across raw, stark. But
unfortunately, it is beyond our
power to control the interpretation
of each drawing. That is simply
beyond our realm.
That our readers may have interpreted many of these cartoons
as racist, was not our intention. We
did notand do notview them as
such.
The forum page has been devised
as an appropriate section in the
Daily for diverse political and
social thoughts.
Under that premise, to reject a
Conrad cartoon because its contents might prove offensive to
some would be a severe form of
censorship on that page. The next

steps would be to begin accepting
or rejecting columns and letters
based upon the ideas expressed
within.
The Daily must avoid being
sucked-up into this sort of
snowballing censorship.
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Letters to the Editor
Political, not academic concerns Editor’s ’insensitivity’ questioned
result in Econ Department firings Criteria for Daily cartoons asked
Editor:
Last week John Bunzel was
quoted in your paper as saying he
promoted the "leading Marxist in
the
Economics
Department...because he was a good
economist, not because of his
political views."
Since Mr. Bunzel has chosen to
make a public issue out of my
promotion, I am obliged to comment publicly.
First, I wish to note that independent of the specific reasons
for my promotion, Mr. Bunzel
used my promotion to legitimate
his firing of the younger radical
economists in the department.
I mean that he could have made
the same point by referring to the
bourgeois economists whom he has
promoted because they are "good
economists" rather than because
of their "political views."
Second, Mr. Bunzel implies that
the younger radical economists are
not "good economists."
I must say the majority of the
permanent senior Members of the
department, none of whom can be

even remotely described as
Marxist, disagree with him. I
disagree, too.
I believe there is sufficient
evidence of the teaching and
scholarly abilities of these young
economists to back up this
majority viewpoint.
One of them has completed a
pathbreaking study of imperialism
and the industrialization of Chile, a
work which is a rare combination
of meticulous scholarly research,
imaginative theoretical analysis
and current relevancy.
Another is completing an excellent study of contradictions in
the labor process in modern
capitalism, a much neglected but
extraordinary important subject.
The third has a reputation among
the students as being one of the
best, if not the best, teacher in the
department.
Third, Mr. Bunzel’s statement
suggests there are some people
who believe that I was promoted
for my "political views."
To my knowledge, no one on the
faculty or in the student body has

Protestors accused of
iiiiim*ing ’Fascist’ ideals
Editor:
Yesterday I watched a group of
about 40 pro-Arab students take
over the offices of the Spartan
Daily.
The students were
protesting what they called "racist
cartoons."
Among other things these
students demanded, that’s right
demanded, the end of "antiPalestinian cartoons" on the
Daily’s pages.
I think it’s time these self-styled
champions of "freedom" stopped
imposing their fascist ideals on our
free press.
Millions of Americans think the
Arab nations are taking unfair
advantage of the world wide
energy situation.
Is the Organization of Arab
students going to deny that Arab oil
producing nations have been
Jacking up the price of crude oil
since the energy crunch came
about?
Why shouldn’t the Spartan Daily
show both sides of the issue? Isn’t
this why we have a free press in the
first place? Besides the Daily
publishes rebuttals to anything it
runs. ..including rebuttals written

by Arab students.
Who the hell do these people
think they are coming to America,
taking advantage of our university
system, and then trying to muzzle
our campus newspaper? These
would-be revolutionaries DO NOT
speak for the majority of students,
as much as they’d like to think they
do.
Just for clarification I’m neither
pro-Israel or anti-Arab.
It’s a very complex issue and
there’s fault to be found on both
sides.
I simply feel the Spartan Daily
should be allowed to present both
sides of controversial issues, and if
certain special interest groups
don’t like it...tough bananas.
George Sampson
Radio T.V. Journalism senior
Editor’s note:
No letters to the editor will be
accepted for publication from
today until Monday, Dec. 2. At that
time the regular letter acceptance
schedule will resume.

Editor:
Conrad openly states his bias in the Mideast conever charged that I was promoted
for my political view that flict in favor of the Zionist view. We respect Conrad’s
capitalism must be and will be views although we do not share them.
Conrad draws cartoons which we feel are more than
replaced by socialism.
However, I know that there are political expressions: they are racist.
right-wing elements in the comPortraying Arafat as a gorilla when he speaks for
munity and state who do believe the Palestinian people is dehumanizing, racist and
this nonsense. It is interesting to insulting to the Arab and Palestinian people and
note how in one sentence Mr. definitely not issue oriented.
Bunzel tries to legitimate his
Again, we do not dispute Conrad on that issue
position vis a vis rightist and leftist because he has the right to draw whatever he
forces simultaneously.
likes...and with the high Zionist concentration in the
In conclusion, I repeat an Los Angeles area, it is probably the only way the man
opinion expressed earlier that can make a living as a cartoonist.
independent of the complex inSo what are we disputing? We dispute the ignorance
ternal situation in the Economics of the Spartan Daily editorial board who publish on a
Department: It is clear to me that daily basis whatever Conrad sends them.
the young radicals were fired
Has the editorial board a choice of cartoons from
because they are radicals, not which to choose? (From different cartoonists?)
because they are not "good
Has any attempt been made to develop student
economists."
cartoonist talents as a part of journalistic training?
If the faculty, students and
Has the editorial board discussed the pros and cons
community do not continue their of Zionism and the Arab-Israeli question to take an
struggle to get these economists’ anti-Palestinian position?
jobs back, the real winner will be
We asked the question earlier; does the Spartan
precisely the right-wing forces.
Daily staff have a pro-Zionist anti-Palestinian position
James O’Connor like Conrad does or are they just blindly following
Professor of Economics Conrad and the rest of the media’s lead ( as part of
their critical thinking training to become future
journalists.)?
If the Spartan Daily has a pro-Zionist antiPalestinian position, we would like to see a written
editorial expressing those views.
Then we will stop disputing the cartoons and direct
1 PaieStine? our attention to the issues and pro and con argument

How can Jews
be unemotional
OM/ I

Editor:
In regards to Mr. Trounstine’s
comment (Nov. 20 Spartan Daily)
on how Jews should look at the
"Palestine
question"
unemotionally. As Dr. Levinson
pointed out, Arabs were not chased
out of Israel. They were asked to
leave by fellow Arabs who wanted
to destroy the new state.
How bizarre it is for Trounstine
to suggest that I as an AMERICAN
and a Jew should look at Munich,
Lod, Kiryat Shemona, Maalot and
Nahariya with "unjaundiced
eyes."
As an American, I say to Mr.
Trounstine,! am a rational human
being. I cannot rationalize the
current killings of innocent Israelis
because
of
a
voluntary
displacement that occurred years
ago.
I might add that those Arabs that
chose to stay in Israel enjoy the full
benefits of Israeli citizenship,
religious freedom, equal civil and
political rights, and socialized
medicine; which is something
quite different than what Jews
trapped in Arab countries are
experiencing.
As a Jew I say to Trounstine,
Who are you kidding? You’re a
lackey for anti-Israeli Goyim.
Diane Kaur Solomon
Psychology junior

presented.
All we are asking is an intelligent defense of your
cartoon policy other than "freedom of expression" or
"Conrad sent it to us."
Is that too much to ask from your students, Dr.
Snipes? Or can they not think at that level? ( Phil
Trounstine’s article was both analytical and compassionate but it is not an editorial.)
Incidentally, the Conrad incident shows clearly how
unfree the press is in this country. One hundred and
sixty newspapers use the same man’s biased cartoon.
All the news comes from the same centralized sources, so where is the freedom?
It looks much more like a monopoly of thinking and
mass brainwashing through the media than the
freedom of the press.
In this regard, just take a close look at our future
journalists’ training, the Spartan Daily staff, and see
how the press is molded.
One concluding remark.We are extremely disappointed at Kathy Rebello’s newly developed insensitivity. By unleashing her photographers at us and
calling the police Ion her fellow students) she proved
no better than her predecessors.
We ask: is it Kathy Rebello that has changed or is it
the institution of the Spartan Daily with its long chains
of command ( the advisors, the journalism professors,
the administration, etc.) that has subdued Kathy
Rebello into insensitivity?
Is it a coincidence that every year the same groups
clash with the paper regardless of who the editors
are?
Again we ask the question: Who runs the Spartan
Daily?
Souhail Hathoul
Organization of Arab Students treasurer

Pro-Arab demonstrators criticized,
urged to respect free speech for all
Editor:
When a person comes to this
country he or she must accept the
American ways and rights
guaranteed to the people of this
country.
If you wish to reap the benefits of
the U.S. educational system, you
willing
to
be
must also
acknowledge and respect the right
of the American system.
Under the first amendment of the

U.S. Bill of Rights, we are
guaranteed freedom of the press,
freedom of speech and also the
right to peaceful assembly, but it
does not give us the right to rule by
force, be exempt from criticism or
the right to disrupt the activities of
organizations that you don’t agree
with.
Arab students do not have the
right to dictate editorial policy to a
U.S. newspaper.

1.1C Davis
NCAA selection
termed ‘unjust, biased’ action
Editor:
Times really are changing. In the
old days rewards were given to the
triumphant who sacrificed and
struggled to victory.
The San Jose State water polo
of
squad
beat
University
California, Davis, every time they
met this season. The NCAA has
invited Davis to the national finals
leaving out a far superior team.
The land of freedom and justice

has been tarnished by this unjust,
biased act.
Maybe it’s true what they keep
saying back home, "Without a
Godfather, you will not be baptized." Or NCAA should get a staff
that doesn’t work to the detriment
of the basic principles that govern
this nation.
Antonio del Valle Zurix
Catano, Puerto Rico
P.E. graduate student

As American citizens, we have
the right to actively support
Israel’s fight for survival against
the imperialistic aggressors that
surround her.
No special interest group has the
right to stifle the American media.
The Nixon administration could not
get away with it and neither can
the Arabs.
Arabs must realize that
education here is being subsidized
by the American taxpayers. Your
tuition payments do not pay the
total cost of your education. As a
wise man once said, "Don’t bite the
hand that feeds you."
In summary, you do not have the
right to take over our press, force
your opinions on editorial policy,
rule by force or destroy American
property. If you cannot accept and
acknowledge our rights, then we
respectfully suggest that you GET
THE HELL OUT!!!
Bruce Warneck
Business Administration junior
Craig Teel
Business Administration junior
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sonous plant found
thildren’s lab area
ic Masterson
mous plant was
i growing in the
’s
playground
to the Home
s Building.
Bollinger,
ident of Buildings
ids, said the plant
moved.
lent, commonly
Star Jasmine was
nday and taken to
Biology Depart.
identification.
ayne Savage, an
in toxic plants,
I that the plant was
but said its degree

of poison was slight as
compared to other common
cultivated plant such as the
oleander.
Savage indicated the
jasmine would not be
palatable to a human and it
would be unlikely enough of
the plant would be ingested,
even by an exploring child,
to do any harm.
It is apparent that perhaps
no one on the campus knew
the plant was poisonous,
except for people in the
Biology Department.
Joe Marini of the Building
and Grounds Department
said he has a list of plants

Facultybargaining bid
may get Brown’s OK

considered to be poisonous
and the jasmine was not on
the list.
Other gardeners in the
department said that particular plant has been at that
location for almost 15 years.

avid Elliott, chairthe
Speechnications Departiggested the senate
t the heat through
tewide Academic
o that it ends up on
wellor."
, reassured the
hat CAR would be
tis spring. He said,
idministrative work
.e CAR." He also
id the possibility of
thnical changes and
lenges in individual
Lents.
nday’s meeting the
s also scheduled to
’hether material and
fees ( S and M fees)
be restricted to

Han Dail,.
o the San Jose State
ersity Community
Since 1934
class pOstage paid at San
slifornia. Member Of
Newspaper Publishers
on and the Associated
W ished daily by San Jose
versify, except Saturday.
nd Monday, during the
er The opinions expressed
not necessarily those of
ted Students, the College
ation or the Department
alive, and Advertising
ons accepted only on a
of semester basis. Full
year. $9 each. Semester,
:ampus price per copy, 10
one 271 3101, Advertising
Dress of Erich Printing,

student services only and
financing instructional
and
services
supplies
through the university’s
general fund.
Supplies and services are
financed in part by the S and
M fee. According to Dr. Ruth
of
professor
Yaffe,

The symptons attributed to
poisoning from jasmine are
headaches,
nausea,
muscular
spasms
and
general discomfort, she said.

chemistry, using the S and M
fee is an "absolutely
ridiculous way to run a
university."
The senate will meet at 2
p.m. in Engineering 327. The
meeting is open to students,
faculty and other interested
persons.

Those raindrops kept falling yesterday in
San Jose and people were seeking any
refuge available from the persistant
precipitation. These three SJSU students
tried to stay dry with the aid of their
schoolbooks, a futile and expensive attempt,
considering the price of books.

Panel finds mentally illabused
By Tom Peterson
The rights of the mentally
ill are definitely abused,
according to the five panel
members of the "Rights of
the Mentally Ill" panel
discussion held Wednesday
in the Student Union.
The five members of the
panel were John Murphy,
director of Community of
Communities,
moderator;
Dr. George Alexander,
University of Santa Clara
School of Law; Dr. Robert
Stern, a psychiatrist from
Valley Medical Center;
Monte Rivera, former board
and care home resident, and
Lily Kay, Network Against
Assault.
Psychiatric
Legal rights attacked
The panel, in its opening
statements and in answering
questions, discussed the
legal right of locking up
mental patients, labeling
people as mentally ill, attempts to remold board and
care patients, methods of
treatment and stereotypes.
Alexander began the panel
discussion by attacking the
which
right
legal
psychiatrists have to commit
patients to locked facilities
under California’s Lanterman-Petris-Short Act
( LPS).

Petroleum
loophole
may end
The
WASHINGTON (AP)
House Ways and Means
Committee approved a
multibillion-dollar tax bill
yesterday which would end
oil
controversial
the
depletion allowance.

"Psychiatrists are no good
at
prediction,"
said
’ ’exender. "Prediction is
7 only basis on which we
people in institutions."
Few rehospitalized
e said there was a law in
%. York that if a criminal
,s
believed
to
be
especially dangerous" he
could be held in a mental
hospital after his sentence
was up. When this was
unconstitutional,
declared
all the prisoners had to be
released, he said, and
"fewer than fourtenths of 1
per cent" had to .be
rehospitalized.
He said that people ishould
only be sent to mental
hospitals involuntarily
through the criminal justice
system.
Kay, a member of an
organization of ex-mental
patients, disagreed with this
propsal saying that the legal
system does not work.
Short-term holds
Stern said he believes in
having short term holds
in locked facilities under
LPS, but only for actually
violent cases.
"I don’t buy the potential
for violence," he said.
Turning to labeling, Stern
said that when a person is
labeled mentally ill, the
person is stigmatized with
the label because "society is
encouraged to believe in that
label."

Your different," he said,
"and that’s one reason why
your labeled."
who
person
"The
hallucinates wishes to
communicate something,"
Stern said. But helping the
person to communicate is
held back, he said, because
the label of mental illness
allows others to ignore the
labeled person.
Rights of ill
Rivera, in her prepared
statement, said that mental
patients have "full and equal
rights along with everyone
else." She also introduced
the topic that social workers
and others do not have the
right to enter board and care
homes and bother the
patients.
"We do not have the right
to go into their homes and
remold them," she said. The
social workers and others
enter the homes, she said,
and get upset if the patients
are not participating in some
activity. The residents, she
said, have the "right to be
left alone."
Kay added that from her
experiences the activities
they usually present are
"totally uncreative."
Discussing treatments,
Kay said her organization
has been involved in trying
to stop electric shock
treatment at the Langley
Porter Neuropsychiatric

She
said
Institute.
representatives of the
Institute have refused to
debate with members of the
Network against Psychiatric
Assault three times.
Stern said he felt that the
reason that board and care
home residents are kept
drugged, is that the community will not tolerate
strange behavior. He said
that the doctor who perscribes the drugs "is the
agent of the community."
Attitude change needed
"The community must
tolerate
(unusual)
behavior," said Stern, explaining that only an attitude
change in the community
these
change
will
procedures.
Murphy, discussing
stereotypes, said that every
time a mental patient is
shown in the movies or on
television committing an act
of violence, the stereotype of
the mental patient is reinforced. He said pressure
should be applied to stop this
reinforcement
of
stereotypes.
Rivera disagreed, saying
that they should present
counter publicity of mental
patients.

"Did you know Rhinos
only rendezvous once
every 2 years!"
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By Joel Konopken
The recent election of
Edmund G. Brown Jr. as
California’s governor has
raised hopes among faculty
organizations for a collective
bargaining agreement with
the state within two years.
Collective
bargaining
refers to the right for
any body of employes to
negotiate on a group basis
with the employer, in this
case the state.
Brown has publicly stated
that he would sign any bill
providing for collective
bargaining by public employes, said Bud Hutchinson,
executive secretary of the
United Professors of
California (UPC).
Hutchinson, a former
SJSU economics professor,
said that such a bill had been
passed by both houses of the
Legislature but was vetoed
by Gov. Reagon.
Enacted in 1975
Such a bill is likely to be
enacted "by the summer of
1975" and’ "will probably
take effect in January of
1976," according to Dr.
Charles
Larsen,
SJSU
professor of mathematics
and secretary of statewide
Academic Senate.
Collective
bargaining
could also come about if the
Board of Trustees of the
California State Universities
and Colleges I CSUC) voted
to permit it.
If such a law does take
effect, and Hutchinson,
Larsen and University
Relations Director James
Noah have all said it will, the
next step is to determine
which, if any, bargaining
agent the professors of the
CSUC will choose to
represent them.
Larsen said an election
would be held, probably in
the spring or fall of 1976, in
which all full-time faculty,
tenured or not, would be
eligible to vote.
The ballot in that election
those
would
include
organizations wishing to
become the bargaining agent
for the professors, Larsen
said.
’No agent’ selection
It would also include a
selection marked "No
Agent" for those wishing
none.
Larsen said that if any of
the selections received a
majority vote, there would
not be a runoff and that
organization would become
the bargaining agent.
If the "No Agent" selection received a majority,
then none would be selected.
In case no selection
received a majority, the top
two would runoff. Larsen
said that could be between
two prospective agents, or
prospective agent and "No
Agent."

As of now, it appears that
at least two organizations
would be on such a ballot if it
ever comes.
One is the UPC, headed by
Hutchinson. Currently that
besides
organization,
working for collective
bargaining, is fighting
defensive
battles
for
professors and is serving as
a political front, said Hutchinson.
Collective bargaining new
The other is the Congress
of Faculty Associations
(CFA). The CFA is made up
of mergers of three and
possibly
four
faculty
organizations, all of which
are affiliates of nationwide
organizations.
of
Association
The
California State Universit
Professors will also appear
on the ballot if it does not
vote to join CFA, said
Larsen.
Collective bargaining is a
relatively
recent
phenomenom, said Larsen.
So recent, in fact, that "the
first
major
collective
bargaining contract in a
four-year
college
or
university was negotiated at
the City University of New

York in 1969."
In California, Larsen said
the American Federation of
Teachers initiated a campaign in 1966 to secure
collective bargaining for the
faculty of the then-California
State Colleges.
In 1967, said Larsen, "an
opinion poll was conducted
by the statewide Academic
Senate on whether the
faculty should select an
exclusive bargaining agent.
"At that time, the faculty
opposed such action, by a
narrow margin," he said.
Collective
bargaining
would, if initiated, likely be
conducted on a system-wide
basis, rather than a campusby-campus one, said Larsen.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
Let us help you

PLAN AHEAD
To Become a CPA
THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE
SAN FRANCISCO 415 781-4395
408 251 8446
SAN IOSE
SJ(CIPONI SILAmil

POPAII(01

1/4 OF USA

Asian Film Festival
Last movie this semester

"Duel of Fists"
David Chiang & Ti Lung in Shaws actionpacked
film of gung-fu and Thai boxing.
Sat. Nov. 23, 6:30pm 8, 9:00pm.
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
..-

NEW YORK CHARTER
DEC. 21 - JAN. 08
$219.00. From L.A.
$244.00 - From S.J.
AA 707
Charter flights available only to students, faculty,
staff and their immediate families of San Jose
State University.
For information and reservations, phone or stop by
and ask ROI DAVIS
255 E. SANTA CLARA ST. No.710 SAN JOSE,
CALIF. 95113 PHONE (408)287-8240

STUDENT SERVICES WEST
Fare based on pro rata share of minimum group 40 and includes an administrative fee of $25 Fare is in accordance
with tarriff on file with the CAB and includes all taxes.
Fare may vary based on the actual ;number of passengers
travelling. Aircraft used are B707 or 008 or DC10 or 5747 jets.

Kay suggested publicizing
all the strange behavior of
normal people.

The vote on the final
package was 164, with oilstate representatives on the
committee leading the
dissent.
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Donna Rayan of the
County Health Department
confirmed the jasmine was
on her list of poisonous
plants, but that it was a new
addition.
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Booters try to bounce back

SQL.* E ZE PLAY/

By Ilitike lefkow
After a disastrous 4-0 defeat against the
University of San Francisco last Saturday, the
SJSU soccer team will face the awesome task of
bouncing back against UCLA in the first round of
the NCAA Western Regional playoffs.
The Bruins are ranked No. 1 in the West, and
SJSU must play them Monday, at 1:30 p.m. on
the Westwood campus.
The winner of this game will play the winner of
the USF-Chico State game for the Western
championship. The Western champion will
represent this part of the country in the NCAA
finals at St. Louis.
Tenth playoffs
This will mark the tenth time that SJSU has
made the NCAA playoffs in Julie Menendez’s 21
years as head coach.
The highest the Spartans have ever finished
was third in the nation in 1968.
The Spartans are facing two major obstacles
on their road to St. Louis and the final four.
One is that they must win two games, both of
which will be on the road. Since the Spartans
were ranked fourth in the West, they will not get
to host a playoff game.
Confidence shaken
Secondly, and most importantly, SJSU must
regain its confidence after last week’s debacle at
USF.
Menendez admitted that his teams’ confidence
was shaken, but feels it can bounce back.
’’We’re a little flat right now, but we’ve come

back before," he said.
The head mentor is glad the UCLA game will
be on Monday.
"It will give us longer to prepare, and more
time to forget about USF," he said.
One confidence booster for SJSU is that they
dominated the only meeting between the two
clubs this season, although they had to settle for
a 2-2 tie.
"UCLA will be tougher this time. They will be
playing at home and will feel more secure,"
Menendez said. "They won’t be easy by any
means."
Bruins victory
The Bruins are coming off of an impressive
victory at the PAC-8 tournament at Stanford
University last weekend. The had to beat the
University of Washington, ranked No. 10 in the
nation to win it.
"They are playing the best soccer of the
season," said Menendez. "They are definitely
playing better than they were the last time we
played them."
SJSU has never beaten the Bruins in Los
Angeles, but that does not concern Menendez.
"We have tied them twice down there, and we
have not been going down there that long," he
said.
The fact is that UCLA has only beaten SJSU
once in three L.A. meetings in 1972.
SJSU seeded fourth
Although SJSU is ranked lowest among the
four Western Regional playoff teams. Menendez

thinks that the Spartans have as good a chance to
win the West as anybody else.
’We think we can win any game we go into,
and that includes these games. We also think
that we are as good as any of the other teams and
that includes USF," he said.
Menendez tried to explain what happened in
that game.
"We fell apart in the last 25 minutes of the
game," he said. "We got discouraged after a
couple of things went against us and it affected
out mental attitude. Soccer is as much mental as
physical, maybe more."
Rooting for Chico
Even if the coach thinks that SJSU is as good
as the other three, including USF, he did admit
that he will be rooting for Chico State Saturday
afternoon.
"Psychologically, it would be better for us if
Chico beat USF. We played well against them
(Chico) and felt we dominated the second half,"
he said.
But, SJSU must beat UCLA before worrying
about either Chico State or the USF Dons.
Since this is a playoff game, there will have to
be a winner, so if the game ends in a tie, which is
a common occurence in soccer, there will be a
sudden death overtime, meaning that when the
first goal is scored, the game ends.
As many as four overtimes, of 15 minutes
duration each will be played. If the game is still
tied, the amount of corner kicks will deicde the
winner. The team that has the most will win.

LADY
YOU’RE

Blazes

Little League
’sour grapes’
Blaise Castren
I’ve always wondered why Major League baseball called
its playoffs, the World Series. After all, only teams from the
United States, and just recently one from Canada, are
eligible for the Fall Classic.
The recent Little League decision to bar teams from outside the continental Americas is just as absurd.
Despite denials by officials, it seemingly is pointed at
slighting the Taiwanese, whose representative has won the
world title for the past four years. Japan won the two
previous years.
It definitely is sour grapes on the part of the "almighty
Yankees" to turn their noses and pout when its national
pastime is being "stolen" by some foreigners.
It is the same situation as the Canadians feeling they were
the world kings in the hockey world, only to have their image
tainted recently by the Soviet Union’s rise to prominence in
that sport.
Spokesmen for the Little League cited travel costs for
foreign entrants and the nationalistic approach to the game
taken abroad, as reasons for the decision.
What they are really trying to say is that the Taiwanese
produce baseball "robots" by having their players eat, sleep
and play together aU the time. If that is the way it’s done over
there then let it continue. They still should have as much of a
right to compete for the world championship as any
American team. After all most kids in the U.S. are spoon fed
baseball since they were able to clutch a bat.
So naturally Americans feel that they are head and
shoulders above the rest of the globe when it comes to playing
Abner Doubleday’s invention.
In the last few years it has appeared to many Americans
that teams from the Far East were exporting "super"
players, much larger than comparabely aged "home" boys.
When one thinks of the United States’ role in world politics
you think of the overbearing father-figure.
So when the U.S. sees one of it "sons" progressing to a
point to challenge in world prominence it starts to panic and
figures it has got to stamp out "professionalism" as it terms
the rise of the baseball abroad.
Americans should wake up and see that it isn’t the
dominant figure in the world of sports it once was.
Other nations are beginning to rise, the Soviet Union, West
Germany, Mexico, the Far East and many other countries as
well in assorted sports.
So when we here in America finally become aware of the
fact of what meaning the World Series is, no matter of the
sport, competition may spread outside of our invincible
borders, and include the whole world.

Nor-Cal spikers
here tomorrow
Tomorrow is the Northern
California volleyball tournament at SJSU with the two
best Eastern league teams
and Western league teams
competing.
The Spartan spikers will
also
compete
in
the
Assoication
of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women regionals at U.C.
Davis Nov. 28-30.

"Then we’ll really meet
some strong teams," coach
Jane Ward, who has
deplored the lack of competition
in
Northern
California, said of the
regional meet.
The tounament begins at 8
in the Physical
a.m.
Education and Recreation
Gymnasium and the Men’s
Gymnasium.

Open four game stand

LOVELY...

Hoopsters tip-off Monday
By Mike Romito
Coach Ivan Guevara’s
Spartan basketball team will
open the 1974 season Monday, with hopes of bettering
its 11-15 record of last year.
In fact, they’ve finished
with eleven wins during the
past three season, and
Guevara would like to put an
end to the ’eleven game hex’
with a winning season.
The Spartans’ inaugural
game will be against the
East Athletes In Action, an
amateur team sponsored by
the Campus Crusade for
Christ International.
SJSU hosts the game at
8:05 p.m. Monday in the
Spartan gym.
Highlighting coach Grey
Berry’s Athletes In Action
team are guards Scott
Weakley, 6-0, Danny Beard,
6-3, forwards Vince Smith, 64, Roy Stiff, 6-8, and center
Bob Hornstein, 6-9.
The tentative Spartan lineup for Monday’s season
opener are guards Ken
Mickey, 6-1, Pat Barrett, 6-4;
forwards Don Orndorff, 6-7,
Ron Fair, 6-7, and center
Rick Darnell, 6-10.
Saulny questionable
According
to
coach
Guevara, guard Eric Saulny
will start against Athletes in
Action if Saulny can
straighten out his eligibility
problems.
Saulny sustained a leg
injury early last year and
redshirted the rest of the
season. The PCAA voted
unanimously to grant him an
additional year of eligibility
under the ’hardship’ principle because the conference
felt there were mitigating
circumstances connected
with his injury.
But the NCAA put pressure
on the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association ( PCAA ), which
the Spartans are a member,
and said the PCAA would
lose
its
automatic
qualification to the NCAA
post season play-offs.
So the PCAA rescinded
their previous grant, and

game’ offense, getting the
ball inside to the big men.
Impressive roster
The Spartans have a pair
of 6-10 centers this season
(Darnell and Stevens) along
with 6-7 Phil Carlile to aid
the cagers in getting the
rebounds they’ve lacked in
recent years.
Dennis Black, Mickey,
Pete Miller, Wynn Wilson
and Barrett will fill the
guard possitions.
At forward, the Spartans
have Orndorff, Fair, Russ
Palmer, and Earl Hogue.
SJSU has the size and
depth they need, and according to the coach all the
team needs now is to excell
in the non-glamorous parts
of the game.
"We have to stress a
strong defense, balanced
offense, and good shot
selection to make our team a
fundamentally sound team."
The local cagers, who use
both man-on-man and zone
defense, will be working to
control the ball.
The Spartans have been
accused of sloppy play in
recent years, and Guevara is
confident that his veteran
Don Orndorff
hoopsters can apply the
pressure with their big men
Saulny is now working with and have the quickness to
an
attorney
to
gain use the fast break.
The Spartans, who were
eligibility.
11-15 last season overall,
Team leadership
"I feel if we have Eric have ten returning letSaulny on our team, we’ll termen.
"We’ve got a very good
have the leadership we
need," said Spartan center team," said Guevara. "It’s
Mike Stevens. "He has the just a mater of working
ability to take control of a together."
Guevara emphasized that
game."
The Spartans will open the the Spartan cagers want to
season with a four game use a variety of tactics this
season, so they can control
home stand.
SJSU will take on the the ball offensively as well as
University of North Dakota on the boards.
Ticket outlets
next Friday at Spartan Gym,
the University of South
Tickets for the Spartans’
Dakota next Saturday and opening games are on sale at
the University of Nevada at the Spartan Gym Box Office,
Reno, Tuesday Dec. 3 both at at S. Fourth St. and E. San
the
San
Jose
Civic Carlos (277-3241), open Tue.
Auditorium.
and Thurs., 12:30-4 p.m., and
According to Guevara, Fri. between 9 a.m. and 5
SJSU will use a ’power p.m. Tickets can also be

purchased at the Associated
Students Business Office in
the Student Union on S. Ninth
St., Monday through Friday,
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Student admission is 81, am,
$3 for adults.
The Spartans first threr,

Gal cagers
beginning
workouts
Tryouts for the SJSU
intercollegiate
women’s
basketball team begin Dec. 2
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Physical Education and
Recreation Gymnasium.
Anyone who has registered
through CAR for the team
will still have to try out, said
head basketball coach
Carolyn Lewis.
Tryouts will continue
through Dec. 6, and the team
will practice from Dec. 9-13
to prepare for a preseason
tournament.
"We’ll be meeting some
tough competition early
season," Lewis said of the
tournament, which will be
held at Chico State Jan, 9-11.

NEW FIATS
l00%
375

Financing Available
(leasing)

SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

Rap session following
with refreshments
7:30 P.M.
Jewish Student Center
441 South 10th Street

GIVE
BLOOD
LOMA PRIETA
ROOM
STUDENT UNION
MON. NOV. 25 (9-4)
TUES. NOV. 26 (9-4)
SPACE DONATED BY:
SECURITY SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSN.
S. FIRST ST. & W. SAN CARLOS

but getting along in a people wor [,1 gives
me a deep thirst so please send me a
whole bunch more.
Rover
Dear Roy,
Sorry for the delay. But Vern, my friend and
goldfish, got his tank water all over your
return address. So the only way to send you
’his ad.
more recipes was

Akadama

LISTEN TO MAMA, AND PASS THE AKADAMA THE WINE YOU CAN MIX

ZONKADAMA
Equal parts of Akadama Red
Wine and rum. Add 2 parts
club soda and ice.
PLUTONIC
1 part Akadama Plum, the
grape wine with the natural
plum flavor, to 3 parts tonic
water, Serve with ice and a
twist of lemon.
LAME DUCK
Half Akadama Red to half
champagne. Serve in chilled
champagne glasses.
PLUM ’N COLA
1 part Akadama Plum to
2 parts cola. The colder the
better. Introduce it to your
neighborhood bartender.
Welt

AKAHLUA
Equal parts Akadama Red
and Kahlua. On the rocks.

IMPORTID RV SUNTORY INTERNATIONAL, LOS ANGELIS. CA,
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SAVE A LIFE!

Dear Akadama Mama,
I was caught in your can’t-hurt-me -andsorry-if you scared -me mouse trap. And
you’ll be pleased to know I wasn’t hurt or
anymore scared than someone being
trapped in an elevator overnight. Barbara
Joy, the lady who caught me and a
mouse’s best friend, has been making
me the drinks on the recipe card you sent
along. They sure are good and (like them

Member of Knesset
Likud Party Spokesman
Speaking tonight

"The Palestinian Issue"

times.

Old Orchard Boutique

RECIPES FOR A DEEP THIRST.

EHUD ULMERT
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN IL DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

.414

DEAR AKADAMA MAMA,

HILLEL PRESENTS
STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

be
home games will
broadcasted on radio KSJSFM (90.7) and the North
Dakota and South Dakota
games will also be broadcasted on KX-RX ( 1500 AM.

...in clothes of
the 20’s the
30’s -the 40’s
Be Harlow, be
Davis, be
Yourself in
original fashions
not copies- that
capture the spirit
of those far -away

It:

unw
SJS
tonii
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FUZZY PLUM
2 oz. Akadama Plum.
302. sweet and sour mii
1 as. sloe gin,
Serve in a wine glass and,
garnish with an orange slice.
GINGER RED
1 part Akadama Red to
2 parts ginger ale. Plenty
of ice.
PLUM ’N RUM
Half Akadama Plum, halt
light rum. On the rocks.
AKADAMA TRAUMA
Equal parts of Akadama Red
and bitter lemon. On the rocks
VODKADAMA COOLER
A new way to serve one of my
favorite favorites. Equal parts
Akadama Red and vodka.
Add club soda, ice and a
twist of lemon.

ol

II
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SJSU in ’Cajun Country’ tonight
By Steve Lopez
It’s nearly over. The most
unusual football schedule in
SJSU’s history concludes
tonight in Lafayette, La.,
where the Spartans battle
the University of Southwest
Louisiana.
The game marks the
seventh consecutive road
encounter for the Spartans,
who were forced to travel
this season because of
hassles
over
Spartan
Stadium. But the team has
fared remarkably well under
the circumstances, winning
its seventh game last week in
Santa Ana.
"I think we have ac-

complished a great deal
despite the adversity of
playing so many games on
the road," head coach
Darryl Rogers said.
Best record
They could finish with an 83-1 record with a win in the
5:30 PST contest. You have
to go way back to 1949
when helmets were made of
leather to find a better
showing by an SJSU grid
team.
whose
But Rogers
Spartans blasted Cal State
Fullerton, 49-8, last week
is a bit reserved, as usual.
"It is a fine team," Rogers
said about the Ragin’

Cajuns.
young,
"It is very
aggressive and mobile. It
plays exciting football."
And while we’re on the
subject of ’it is,’ Darryl, it is
2-7. Which isn’t exactly
the
despite
ragin’,
nickname.
Cajuns unimpressive
The scheduled opener for
Cajuns,
against
the
Arkansas State, was postof
a
because
poned
hurricane. It was certainly
an indication of things to
come.
The Cajuns later lost to
which
McNeese State
hasn’t been listed in the top

20 or 40 or 80 of lateby the
convincing score of, 38-0.
Lamar Tech, another nonfootball power, powered to a
38-15 victory over the Cajuns
the next week. Southwest
Louisiana’s first win came
six games into the season,
when the Cajuns choochooed to a 21-20 win over
Chattanooga.
The second win came last
week in a 14-10 decision over
Northwest Lousiania State.
But Rogers is looking
forward to an interesting
weekend.
"For those who have never
played in Ragin’ Cajun
country it will be a real

experience; especially our
players from Northern
States," Rogers said.
A way of life
"Football is a way of life in
the South," he added.
With a 2-7 record, it would
seem to be a rather dismal
way of life.
But first -year coach
August Tammariello’s veer
offense is averaging 225
yards per game. Cajun
quarterback Barry Pollard,
a transfer from San Diego
City College, has accounted
for 664 yards.
The Cajuns’ top rusher is
Roy -The Flea" Williams,
whose size 5 -foot 7, 165

pounds
explains his
nickname.
Williams has scooted for a
5.2 yards per carry average.
Ulysses Abadie is the top
receiver, gaining over 15
yards with each reception.
Spartan Spurts:
Spartan
defensive
back
Louie
Wright, a 6-foot-3, 190-pound
senior business major, has
been invited to participate in
the East West Shrine Game.
Wright
was
picked
recently as one of the top
three defensive backs in the
nation by The Sporting
News.
Despite running up 49

points last week in Fulerton,
Spartan kicker Ron Ploger
was called on for just one
field goal attempt which he
missed. Ploger has already
connected for 11 three pointers, but needs one more
for the SJSU record.
Spartan defensive end
Dave Wasick was overlooked
by the East West Shrine
Committee. Rogers was
upset and called Dave the
best; better than those who
were picked.
When the SJSU team
returns to San Jose, it will
have traveled 17,000 miles.
the NBA
And they say

Sisters employ different styles

/41

Swimming team sports Shematas
By Bonnie Richardson
Two of the 11 women on
SJSU’s swim team are
sisters, Rodi and Clare
Shemeta.
As swimmers, their last
name and being on the same
team are all they have in
common.
Clare is out to win.
"I’m still swimming for
fun," Rodi said.
Blue-eyed Rodi, a 20-yearold junior, said she started
competitive swimming with
the
Girls
Athletic
Association )GAA) in her
junior year at Morgan Hill
High School.
"Anybody that’s in club
swimming doesn’t consider
GAA anything, brown-eyed
Clare said, who’s 18 years
old and a freshman.
After swimming GAA a
year with Rodi, Clare joined
an Amatuer Athletics Union
swimming club in Morgan
Hill, which she considers her
real competitive swimming
debut.
Before the sisters swam
(;AA. Rodi could swim
faster.
"Then all of a sudden my
little sister’s beating me,"
Rodi said. "I could never
beat her now."

Joaquin Villages

SJSU’s swimming sisters, Clare and Rodi Shemeta
Clare, a geology major
won three first places and
one second place at the last
two SJSU swim meets
against Sacramento State
and San Francisco State.
Rodi, a journalism major,

Swimmers win
in season finale
The SJSU women’s swim
team ended its regular
season with a bang
Tuesday by drenching San
Francisco State 97-34 and
clocking six championship
times.
The Spartans won all
four relay events and took
first place in 11 out of 12
individual events at the
meet, held at San Francisco State.
Four second places and
three third places also went
to San Jose in individual
events.
Coach Jane Kovisto said
"extremely
was
she
pleased" with the team’s
performance because the
swimmers will be in good
Northern
form for the
California Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference
( NCIAC) championships.
Three members of the
team qualified Tuesday to
swim in additional individual events at the
national
championships,
which will be in March.
Lynn Vidali won the 50
yard breast stroke in 31.5
seconds to qualify. This
event was won at the

nationals last year with a
time of 31.7 seconds.
First place in the 200
yard freestyle went to
Laura Fritz for a national
qualifying time of two
minutes, two seconds.
Patti Jorgensen qualified
in the 200 yard individual
medley, winning it in two
minutes, 19.2 seconds.
Taking second place and
qualifying in their events
for the NCIAC championships were Martha
Shook in the 50 yard butterfly and Clare Shemeta in
the 100 yard breaststroke.
Linda Robbins also
qualified to swim the 100
yard freestyle at the
December championships,
taking third.
The other first places for
SJSU went to Vidali in the
100-yard individual medley
and 50-yard butterfly,
Jorgensen in the 50 yard
backstroke and 100 butterfly, Robbins in the 100
breaststroke, Shemeta in
the 400 freestyle, Fritz in
the 100 freestyle and
Sharon Slocum in the 100
backstroke.

BED BUG
WATER BEDS
FEATURING AIR FRAME BEDS
NEEDS NO FRAMELESS WEIGHT

EASY TO STORE
ALL ACCESSORIES

20% DISCOUNT WITH
ASB CARD OR WITH AD
476 So. TENTH

287-5151

took two thirds at the meets,
but was discp:alified in one.
"She’s winning the first
places, and I say my job is to
get a thirdsometimes I
do," Rodi said.
One reason Clare is more

successful in swimming is
that she swims more than
Rodi.
Clare spends three hours a
day, six days a week in the
pool all year. Rodi swims
about an hour and a half a

day only during the intercollegiate season.
"Plus, she has a lot more
determination to win," Rodi
said. "They call her the fish
at home Miss Fish."
"They" include a father
who’s an engineer at Fairchild, a mother, two younger
sisters and two brothers.
One brother, Paul, swims
on the junior varsity water
polo team at SJSU. He’s a
sophomore majoring in
mechanical engineering.
"He doesn’t like swimming because it’s boring to
him," Clare said. "He just
doesn’t see what I see in it."
"Nobody sees what you see
in it," Rodi chided her.
There are notes around
their house, Rodi explained,
that Clare writes to herself
about swimming better
times.
"There’s so many ribbons
that Nell (Clare) has, there’s
just no place to keep them."
National swimmer
In her room Clare also has
trophies, articles about her
from the Morgan Hill Times
that her mother cuts out, and
a sign reading "Nationals
’76," Rodi said.
"That’s where I want to
be!" Clare exclaimed.

Grapplers inaugurate
new season at Chico
California’s No. 1 wrestling team of 1973
will unveil its 1974 version tomorrow night in
Chico with a match against Chico State
University.
SJSU will have a young, inexperienced
team, but coach Terry Kerr feels that it can
repeat as Pacific Coast Athletic Association
champions.
"This is not a rebuilding year, because I
don’t believe in rebuilding years," he said.
Although Kerr does not believe in
rebuilding years, he conceded his team is
young. But he believes there is enough
experience and enough talent for it to be a
very good team.
"This team will get stronger with each
match. We had an excellent recruiting year
and have a tremendous amount of talent,"
he said.
Two of the Spartans wrestlers believe that
SJSU will be stronger than a year ago.
We don’t have the stars that we did last
year, but we have more depth and balance,"
says Jim Niskanen, a senior who will

wrestle at 167 pounds.
Dean Prescott, 177 pounds, agrees with his
teammate.
"We should be stronger. We lost a lot of
guys, but we have good people coming back.
The guys who backed up the stars last year
were strong," he said.
The Spartans will be strongest in the
lightweights, where such returnees as Mitch
Steinauer, 118 lbs, Rudy Guevara, 118 lbs,
Steve Dick, 134 lbs, and newcomer Tony
Pickareillo, will give them quick leads
against almost every opponenet since a
wrestling match starts with the lightweights
and works its way up to the heavies.
Heavyweights are where the Spartans will
be weakest but Kerr is optimistic that they
will improve with experience.
One of the heavies with the most potential
is Mario Rodriquez, who can wrestle at
either 177 pounds or at 190 pounds.
The first home meet will be Dec. 6, against
Humboldt State University in Spartan Gym

THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS

40 So. First

San Jose
279-1681
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20%
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Special
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Prices

She already qualified to
swim on relay teams for
SJSU at the nationals in the
Oct. 26 Northern California
Athletic
Intercollegiate
Conference (NCIAC)relays.
"I hope to qualify at the
California
Northern
championships for
nationals," Clare said. The
NCIAC championships will
be at SJSU Dec. 6-7.
The events Clare wants to
qualify in are the 100 yard
freestyle and the 100 yard
backstroke.
Her best time in the
freestyle event is 57.2
seconds and she needs to do
it in 56.9 seconds. For the
backstroke, Clare will have
to drop 1.4 seconds from her
best time of one minute, 7.3
seconds, to qualify.
"I never swam out of state
before," Clare said.
Not much support
Although Clare and Rodi’s
parents are pleased with
acdaughter’s
their
complishments in swimming, they seldom attend
swim meets.
"If they have to wait more
than half an hour to see me
swim, they get upset,"
Claire explained.
Their mother "doesn’t
really go for any kind of
devotion," Clare said and
doesn’t understand why they
would spend so much time
for "two minutes of glory."

1

Bring this Ad in and gate
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Chez Nous invites you to shop or sell
Handcrafted & commercial gifts for any budget
linifted numbef of consignment 70 E. San Fernando
contracts are available to local
10-4 (M -F)
craftspeople.

SKI CROSS COUNTRY
Nordic Skiing
Nordic Skiing is just basically, cross country sating;
gliding across the back country wilderness terrain In
peace and snow muffled quietness, broken only by
the shussing sound of your skis- It’s our life, and
like to share It with you.
Everything about it is advantageous- consider: No
crowded ski slopes, no lift tickets, very isconimical
(you can outfit a family of four for the same cost
of outfiting one down hill skier), anyone can do it
(5 to 75 years old) since the physical exertion Is
about the same as roller skating, no danger of Injury,
but most Important, and in the posItyle vein, Kotler,
one of life’s unparalleled experiences.
It prolongs the ecstasy, epitomizing the pleasures
of siting and Inner contentment. An experienced
skier can cover 15 to 20 miles of untouched
woiderness a day, unburdened by People and noise.
That’s why we specialize in Nordic siting at
Mountain Life. Everyone at our store lives and
breathes it and can giver you the best possible
advise on getting started- what’s necessary and
which products will best service you.

dinoteosntaut
2513 Winchester Blvd.
Campbell / 3747777

Have you tried

sandwiches?

DINO’s

OPEN 11-9
rit11111

matey

II

BBQ Beef
Steak Sand.
BBQ Ham
6 Types of Subs

360 E. Williams
(corner of S. 8th)

DINO’S

A wonderful new birth control convenience
BECAUSE:" Small enough to keep discreetly private and dispose
of easily. Contains six uses of medically tested and recommended
birth control foam. Always available for instant use. Visible foam
supply assures you of a proper amount of protection for each use.
0 BECAUSE Birth Control Foam gives you as much protection
as condoms, diaphragms, contraceptive creams and jellies. And
it’s more pleasant and desirable to use. 0 Look for BECAUSE
at drug counters everywhere. If you don’t see it, ask for it.
0 $1.89 at most stores.

The Because’ Contraceptor
a remarkable birth control inventior
containing six uses of medically
tested anr:. recommended birth
control protection in one cont ramp+ ’7
unit Nothing else is needed
. just Beca.

. . . : , :,. 3
_...
3ecause

FULL
INVENTORY
CAMERAS &
ACCESSORIES
DARKROOM AND
CHEMICAL SUPPLIES
SPECIAL FILM PRICES

stands for "Nothing but
airports."
The players usually pass
the time playing cards. Tight
end Chris Moyneur appears
to be the champ at Krazy
Eights. But he is a confessed
cheater.
Radio broadcast of the
game can be heard on KXRX i 1500 AM 1 beginning at
5:10 p.m.

’4 1

wW41"4111.K.
itOLT--

BIRTH CONTROL FOAM

The Emko Company

St. loins, hfissourt
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The Arts
Super sleuth spoof

Something’s afoot!
By Alfred J. Bra
Thunder and lightning.
A 1935 mansion on a
deserted island.
The aloof butler, Clive,
ascends a stairway which
suddenly explodes and now
there is miudur and mystery
filling the air.
Is this another chilling
Agatha Christie plot?
Actually, these intriguing
elements have been expertly
utilized by the American
Theatre
Conservatory
I ACT) to generate some
good old-fashioned hearty
laughter.
The catalyst for this super
sleuth spoof of British
thrillers is the James
McDonald, David Vos and

NtIVE-INS
.
Opens 615
SUOW Starts 6 45
Children n er
F

the royal and arrogant Lady
Grace; Geoffrey the college
student; Miss Tweed, a
robust artist; and Nigel
Rancour, who happens to be
the nephew of the mysterious
owner of the equally
mysterious mansion.
The
play
basically
revolves
around
the
characterizations of the 10
people who have been invited
to stay for the weekend by
the never-seen host, Lord
Rancour.
Plot thickens
Unforseen circumstances
thicken the plotthe bridge
which connects the island to
the mainland is reported to
have collapsed during the
storm, the river is flooding,
the electrical power is shut
offand a most diabolical

Writer cuts disc,

New Show %hew

L

Robert Gerlach musical
"Something’s Afoot" which
opened Nov. 9 and is now
playing in the Marines
Memorial Theatre in San
Francisco.
Cliche characterizations
The superb cast of 10,
under the direction of Tony
Tanner, merrily portray the
typical cliche storybook
characters one would have
come to expect after reading
all the Sherlock Holmes’
mysteries.
There is Clive the butler;
Hope, the innocent and blond
the
beauty;
Lettie,
cockneyed maid; and Flint
the grubbly gardener.
Rounding out the group is
Colonel Gillweather who
hunted "fuzzy wuzzies" in
his youth; Doctor Grayburn,

kimppleCr ACNarliTily I E S

voice ’schizoid’

"LA YEGUA

coLoRAnA"

-LOS 3 ALEGRES
COMPADR ES"

Rated "R"
Kuno Fu Action

"STEEL EDGE
OF REVENGE"
"MAN OF IRON"
Bonus: Ali -Forman Fight

TROPKAIRE
N..2
trrued "R"
Bruce Lee
ENTER THE DRAGON"
’5 FINGERS OF DEATH"
"FISTS OF
THE DOUBLE K"

By Dian Sherman
Allee Willis, former writer
for the Epic Records advertising department has cut
an album. Judging from her
non-existent vocal ability on
ten original songs, Willis
would do best to return to
what she is good atwriting
advertising.
"Childstar" was produced
by Jerry Ragavoy for Epic
Records and Ragavoy is
the
for
responsible
arrangements on all of the
songs.
Willis’ voice resembles
that of a schizophrenic. It is

IHE MOST EXPLOSIVE FORCE IV JAZZ’

COUNT
BASIE
1ND HIS INTERNATIONALLY
1 -MOUS ORCHESTRA
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 8:00PM
Tickets arailabk at San Jose Box Off is
912 Town & Onintry
San Jose 95128
..111 seats reserred s4. S5. & 56.
SI \ JOSE (111(
11 011)R1(

a child’s voice with a mature
woman crying to get out.
Her "young" voice is
usually in key, however,
Willis misses the mark when
she tries for vocal inflections
that simply aren’t there.
The lyrics from "Childstar"
are
cleverly
autobiographical without
getting too personal.
Without exception, all of
the lyrics on the album rely
heavily on descriptive
phrases, adjectives and
personal experiences of
Willis.
The words she writes are
unique in that they make
points and set moods in a
down-to-earth manner.
The title cut, "Childstar"
and "Ain’t No Man Worth It"
express the tremendous
mood of self-pity and grim
reality of the album.
A wecome upbeat number,
’What Kind of Shoes Does
September Wear," expresses Willis’ observations
of New York City, using
personification.
dramatic
A well-executed album,
technically, it the album)
sports talented back-up
musicians, solid lyrics and
smooth mixing. The only
thing it really needed was a
competent vocalist.

Greg Harris & Co. bring country music to

THE TOWER SALOON

Starship
headlines
Winter/and

Friday nights from 7 to 11.
163 W. Santa Clara St. San Jose
."0,

and funny evening then
transpires.
One by one, for reasons
unknown until the play’s
conclusion, these 10 little
strange
indians
meet
deaths; such as being sucked
into a Chinese Ming torture
vase or being shot with a
poisened dart by a voodoo
wooden sculpture.
With a rollicking, yet
tongue-in-cheek English
style, the remaining survivors encounter each
other’s suspicions and create
a . wild merry-go-round
storyline that leaves the
audience deliriously swirling
in laughter.
Miss Tweed dominates
Managing to dominate the
multi-talented cast is the
rotund Lu Leonard as Miss
Tweed who self-appoints
herself as the resident
"Raymond Burr" after
dive’s death on the stairway.
Another notable performance was given by Gary
Beach as the shifty-eyed
Nigel who, during his solo,
"The Legal Heir," jumped
about the stage and onto the
props ale Fred Astaire with
some fantastically fluid
Movements.
Barbara Heuman shines
as the angelic Hope Langdon
and Gary Gage is quite
humorous as the bumbling
Col. Gillwather.
Purposeful music
The music is bright and
cheerful and lends itself to
some of the show’s more
memorable moments.
Leonard takes the lead
during "Carry On," which
features the ladies of the
house marching with spears
in an authoritative affirmation of their ability to
fend for themselves while
the men are out searching
for possible suspects to
Clive’s alledged murdur.
Another highlight also
features Leonard during the
straw hat and soft show
piece, "I Owe It All."
Even the set was imDesigned by
pressive.
Richard Seger, the Gothic
wooden interior, with its
stained-glass windows and
massive King Arther type
chandeliers, creaked and
bended with every nook and
cranny that is woven into the
structure of the plot.

st9,..43,4,4> .se2’ 47-,47+.47.47,47,42,0,4Sns~.0,4>N42,00,00.0,4

"Brilliantly based on the Hesse novel
and already solidly established
in the Annals of Cult."
. .
"Done with taste, intelligence and
flawless professionalism."

Jefferson
Starship
headlines
the
show
tomorrow night and Sunday
at 8 at the Winterland Arena
in San Francisco. Also appearing will be Blue Oyster
(’ult and Kansas.

Painter David Layton stands before work ’Painting of Manuel’

SJSU Master art show

Country tour inspires painter
By Tanya Remkes
David Layton, 1972 graduate of SJSU, says he’s a
"traditional artist."
"I really don’t understand modern art," he smiled.
Layton is in the process of compiling his oil paintings for a
Master art show.
"Realism in Landscape" is the title of the art show which
will open Monday in Gallery 2, room 112, of the Art building.
There will be an Open House for the exhibit, on Sunday
from 2 to 5 p.m.
The paintings for this exhibit were done on a trip Layton
took with his wife.
He bought a motor-home, saved up his money, then took his
wife and his paint brushes for a one year journey through the
western states.
"We made a round trip, starting with California, then on to
Arizona, Utah, up to Montana, then through Oregon and then
back down the coast to San Jose," Layton said.
Layton explained that he felt his artistic weakness was in
landscape painting.
"I excelled in portraits, but I wanted to tackle my
weakness, so I decided the best way to do it was to make a

Azanavour sexy ham to Flint
By Tanya Remkes
Cupertino’s Flint Center
was over three-fourths full
Tuesday night when inreknown
ternationally
Charles Aznavour wooed the
audience with his songs of
live and romance.
There was no orchestra,
only a piano, bass, drums
and clavicord.
"I sing stories. A lot of
them are sad, but I must feel
what I sing," said Aznavour
at a press luncheon in San
Francisco last week.
Aznaour has composed
over 1,000 songs and has
recorded at least 200 albums.
Confident performer
"I’m never nervous as a
singer before the performance, only as a song
writer," Aznaour said.
performance
Tuesday’s
showed a man, confident,
dynamic and yes, even sexy,
singing his way into the
audience’s heart.
Clad in black pants, blue
shirt and a hot pink jacket,
Aznavour walked quickly on
stage, up to the microphone
and without a word to the
audience, began singing.
Aznavour sang 27 songs
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Often, he would turn his
back to the audience and
sing to his musicians, tapping his foot to the beat of the
drums.
He would end one song,
walking off stage, then start
the next by running up to the
microphone.
At the close of the show,
Aznavour received a standing ovation with shouts of
"Bravo" and "encore"
coming from all over the
auditorium.
Five curtain calls
He received five curtain
calls, at the end of which,
shaking his head no, he left
the state.
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fall of which he wrote
’there are french words that
himself) 16 in English, two in don’t exist in English."
Italian and 11 in French.
Yet, two of his hit songs
"Happy Anniversary," were recorded in English:
the second song he sang, was Yesterday When I Was
the story of a husband Young" and "A Young Girl."
"pacing the floor" while
A new song, "She,"
waiting for his wife to get written and performed by
ready to go out for their Aznavour as the theme for a
London TV special, went to
anniversary dinner.
"In all our twenty years, No. 1 on the British charts.
He sang it Tuesday night
you’ve never been on time,"
sang Aznavour, as the and the audience applauded
audience chucked.
so long, I thought he would
Large voice
sing it again, but he went on
Standing
approximately the next song.
five foot two inches tall,
Energy released
Aznavour’s voice could well
clever
hand
Using
gestures and waving his
be that of a giant.
"I like to hear my music arms excitedly, Aznavour
loud and clear, and I love to seemed like a bundle of
sing loud and clear," energy and music.
Aznavour smiled.
Aznavour
described
himself as a "ham". "I love
to perform, to be on stage
and to sing. It is my home,
(the stage), my place on
earth."
His song, "The Ham" had
him strutting about the
NEW YORK Al’ The
stage, glaring at his first segment of "The
audience seductively. The Godfather," televised by
people loved it.
NBC last Saturday night,
French composer
was easily last week’s mostArmenian born, Aznavour watched television program,
speaks French and writes according to A.C. Nielsen
most of his songs in French. ratings figures.
"English is the most
But the 1972 box office hit,
difficult language to tran- seen in more than 25 million
slate my songs into," homes, according to Nielsen
Aznavour said.
estimates made public
"Because, he added, Tuesday, still didn’t draw as

Joint effort
coffee house
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trip and paint as many landscapes as 1 could."
"I still feel like a beginner," he continued, "like I’m in my
infancy in painting."
As for his western trip, Layton commented, "I was
reminded many times while we traveled that a trip of the
same nature would become more difficult with each year."
"We found," he continued, "that camping in solitude where
one could paint was difficult; even when we did, I was either
dodging bullets or chased off by local authorities."
One time, the Layton’s were chased out of their motor
home by a herd of bees.
"And I’m scared to death of bees," Layton laughed.
Layton says he tries "to describe beauty and nature" in his
paintings.
"I like to paint the sensuousness I find in nature and try to
awaken others to it."
Layton, a calm, soft-spoken man, summed up his feelings
of his paintings.
"In the conflict and strife I find in today’s world, moments
of peacefulness and tranquility seem rare."
"It is my wish," he continued, "to stimulate the observer’s
sense of beauty that is all around us; that we tend to ignore."

JAR VIOLINIST

MICHAEL HITE
AND HIS

MAGIC MUSIC MACHINE
STUDENTS $1.50
GENERAL $2.05

many viewers as expected,
NBC officials said.
It failed to exceed the
ratings for ABC’s Oct. 27
showing of "The Poseidon ,
Adventure," the season’s
theatrical
highest -rated
movie on TV. That broadcast ,
was seen in an estimated 27
million homes.
NBC broadcast the second
segment of "The Godfather"
on Monday, but national
Nielsen ratings on it won’t be
available until next week.
NBC paid a record $10
million for the right to show
the movie once on TV, according to the film’s maker,
Paramount Pictures.
According to Nielsen
ratings for the week of Nov.
11-17, the most -watched
evening programs were:
"The Godfather," part one
NBC; "All in the Family"
CBS; "Sanford and Son" and
"Chico and the Man" both
NBC; "M-A-S-H" and "The
Waltons" both CBS; "The
World of Disney" NBC;
"Little House on the
l’rairie" and "Dean Martin
Roast" NBC; "Cannon" and
Rhoda" both CRS; "Rockford Files" NBC; "NFL
Monday Night Football
ABC; ’Maude" and "Kojak"
both CBS; "Emergency"
NBC; "The Rookies" ABC
and "Gunsmoke" CBS.
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:SJSU writer details subtle racism

:

By Martin Jacobs
Twenty -seven -year -old
Terry Randolph is a black
man who is not bitter about
the racial prejudice he’s
encountered in life.
But he does have a great
deal to say about racism,
American society, and
people iii general, a condition which has prompted
him to write three as yet
unpublished books, with a
fourth in the offing.
"Asking me why I want to
write is like asking me why I
want to be free," Randolph
said. "My mind is my own.
It’s something I want to do.
It’s a form of freedom for
me, because I’ve always
been told what I can and
can’t do."
Randolph describes his
childhood in Texas as one of
deprivation and substandard
conditions. One of three male
triplets, Randolph comes
from a family of eight
children.
given
have
"We’d.
anything to go to school

across the tracks," he said. "lye even discussed this
"Not because the school book with a couple of
there was white, but because psychologists and they are
we knew it provided modern aware of the inhumanity and
facilities and tools for racism in the tests," Randolph said. "The tests serve
learning.
no color, yet they’re
Texas exit
"My mother got us out of designed to exclude blacks,
minorities,
imTexas as soon as possible so other
we could get a better migrants and poor whites."
He is currently working on
Randolph
education,"
continued. "She knew, as so a follow-up, "An in depth
many others knew, the study of the I.Q. tests
reality of it all as regards the themselves and the so called
substandard eucation we administration of I.Q. tests."
"And I’ll deal with the
would receive."
Some of Randolph’s ex- environment, which is a
periences in the Texas school primary factor, and culture,
system may have inspired which is a natural factor and
him to produce his first book, major ingredient in each
"The Randolph Report; race which the tests fail to
Racism recognize," Randolph said.
Educational
Its His first book stands a
Through
Testing,
Catastrophic
Demoraliza- chance of being published by
tion and Inhumane Effect On the Howard University
Blacks and Other Minorities Press, according to Ranand
a
Black
Man’s dloph.
Doctors harrass
Thoughts."
Randolph has been a
As the lengthy title indicates, it deals with what student at SJSU since the
Randolph believes is the Fall of 71. He entered the
inherent racism in 1.Q. tests. Marine Corps after being

graduated from San Jose’s
Andrew Hill high school in
1966. His experiences in the
Oakland Naval Hospital."
after being wounded in Viet
Nam led to his second book,
"Conspiracy? 14 Aug., 1968,
Oakland Naval Hospital."
"When I was in the
hospital," explained Randolph "I was presented
medical documents by my
doctor. I was ordered to sign
these documents. They
infalsified
contained
formation," to the effect that
he had appeared before tha
medical board and had been
officially informed of his
medical status.
Explaining that he desired
legal representation,
Randolph said he refused to
sign the documents. Three
days later, he said, he was
ordered to see a psychiatrist.
"They said they’d hold me
as long as they had to until I
signed," Randolph said,
adding that he was deprived
of his legal rights while in the
hospital. "I was rocking toe

boat," Randolph said.
"I didn’t want to rock the
boat, I was doing it because I
wanted my rights."
Hospital discharge
Finally he was discharged
after
the
psychiatrist
declared him sane, though
"suspicious"
and
"paranoid." Randolph never
did sign the documents.
"Thank god I don’t have to
live with that," he said.
His book presents his
experience in a legal format
with a diary, documents and
data.
"I wanted to leave it up to
the reader to decide whether
or not it was a conspiracy,"
he explained.
His third completed book
consists of free-form poetry
"dealing with the unfortunate realities the black
man encounters day by day
through
simple
or
sophisticated racism," said
Randoplh. "Also the unfortunate realities the white
man encounters as a result
of racism."

Sal RIgmalcIon

Terry Randolph
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Journalist traces
blues -jazz roots

Richard Parks reminisces
about his Hollywood past

By Dian Sherman
blues to near present day
"You’ve got an interesting jazz.
Through the progressions
echo chamber in here," said
Phillip Elwood, journalist and variations of the song,
and jazz chronicler for the "C.C. Rider," the journalist
San Francisco Examiner. was able to clarify why jazz
"Record company’s work was always described as
"making funny noises and
for that effect."
his not reading music."
Elwood
brought
"discography" of blues-jazz
The root beginnings of
to the Joint Effort Cof- Mississippi John Hurt,
feehouse Wednesday night, Leadbelly, on up to Big Bill
memories and Broonzy, Lightnin’ Hopkins
mixing
milestones in the evolution of and Jimmy Witherspoon,
each in their own way
jazz.
Complete with record captured something new
player, a valuable record with C.C. Rider (sometimes
collection and an inspired called Circuit Rider or Easy
soul, Elwood took the Rider.)
audience from 1920’s style
More modern versions of
the classic song were offered
on recordings by Chuck
Barry ( with Steve Miller on
back-up guitar), Elvis
Presley and Eric Burdon and
the Animals.
"Do you want to learn to
play jazz or good music?"
Elwood recalled of his piano
teacher’s inquiry.
The center of jazz in 1920
Michael White, a jazz was Chicago, according to
violinist who performed at Elwood. Music was termed
SJSU last summer, will be "Negro race music" when
by
black
performing again at 8 performed
tonight in the Joint Effort musicians.
Elwood, who "teaches
Coffeehouse.
Tickets for the show are during the day at Laney
College and writes at night,"
$1.50.
The violinist came to appeared well versed in the
widespread attention with roots of the blues and the
the John Handy Quintet in jazz ad-libbing based on
1965. He has also worked popular tunes.
After following through
with the jazz quartet, the
with the backgrounds of C.C.
Fourth Way.
Besides his musical efforts Rider, he then used "Lady B.
on albums of other artist’s, Goode" as an example of
White has recorded five jazz solo maturation and
albums of his own on artistic growth.
Visibly moved by each
Impulse Records.
According to Joint Effort song he played, Elwood
Coffeehouse manager Dick nodded with his eyes closed,
Rossi,
White’s
music content to let the nostalgia
"evolved from a teaditional sound of blues and jazz carry
jazz idiom to a more free- him through the evening of
music history.
flowing sound."

White gives

performance

tonight at 8
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Linda Ronstadt sings
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Tuesday at Si Civic
Linda
Ronstadt
will
perform in a benefit concert
for the Sierra Club at 7 p.m.
on Tuesday at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium. Sharing
the bill with Ronstadt will be
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
and Steve Martin.
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Together with the acoustic
group, the Stone Poneys,
Ronstadt recorded the hit
single, "Different Drum" in
the ’60s. Since leaving the
group in 1968, she has
released four albums.
The singer has also toured
and recorded with the now
successful "Eagles." They
served as her back-up bad on
her third album, "Linda
Ronstadt."
The Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band, a "vintaged" country
and western band, is best
known for the single, "Mr.
Bonjangles." Their instruments range from wash-

boards to mandolins.
Tickets for the performance are $5.50 and can
be purchased at the Student
Activities Business Office or
at Underground Records in
San Jose.
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A scene from ’Stories of America’

Tall tales tonight
"Stories of America," four "tall tales" about the colorful
folkways, songs and dances of early America, continues its
three-day run tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Theater
Arts Department’s Studio Theater.
This Readers Theater production features a cast of 10
actors, singers and musicians weaving a tapestry of early
American life in "Jacob and the Indians," "A Tooth for Paul
Revere," "O’Halloran’s Luck," and "Johnny Pye and the
Fool Killer."
Tickets costing $1 for students and $2 general admission
are available in the University Theater Box Office between
12 and 4 p.m. and at the door prior to performances.

Sarod player
to give concert
Radhu Babu, India’s
senior master Sarod player,
will give a performance on
Nov. 30 at 8 p.m. in Morris
Daily Auditorium. Sponsored by the SJSU India
the
and
Association
Associated Students, admission is free.

the Sarod tan Indian instrument comparable to the
guitar) is one of a finely
woven style that dates back
to ancient times.

By Dian Sherman
"What do you do when
you’re a balding teenager?"
asked Dr. Richard Parks of
the SJSU Theater Arts
Department.
Parks, director of "The
Boyfriend," now playing at
San Jose Civic Auditorium,
reminisced about his "years
ago" decline of a potential
contract with Columbia
Pictures in Hollywood.
He has been teaching
mainly performance classes
at SJSU since 1964-65, with
the exception of three years
inbetween that time.
One year was spent at
Stanford University as
"dean of the school of oral
interpretation," another
involved teaching voice
direction at the University of
Washington in Seattle and
the third took in a trip to
Europe.
His close call with the lure
of Hollywood came after his
graduation from SJSU, in a
performance of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" at
Montalvo in Saratoga.
Lillian Fontaine (Joan’s
mother) was present and
was so impressed with
Parks started his theatrical
had her daughter and her
daughter’s manager fly up
from Los Angeles especially
to see him perform.
"They eventually asked
me to come to Hollywood to
be managed," said Parks,
but he passed and went to the
University of Washington
instead and received his MA
degree in 1963.
in
During his stay
Washington, however, he
kept in touch with the interested people and finally
decided to go down to
Hollywood and experiment.
That’s when I did the
rounds," Parks recalled.
"Hollywood was gone then
The old casting directors
were few and far between
"I was offered a contract
by someone who didn’t have
the power to give them,"

said Parks.
The lacking longevity of
"boy-next-door" roles, the
atmosphere of Hollywood
parties and public relations
interviews and furnished
wardrobe turned Parks
away.
"I did that, though, for 6
months and split," he
laughed. "I was interested in
academia as well as
creativity."
A veteran of 300 productions over a 30 year span,
Parks started his theatrical
career at age 4 in a song and
dance specialty act.
In his home state of
Nebraska, he worked "as a
kid and as a student," in
dramatic radio shows. His
father was a staff radio
announced at the time.
the
Presently
as
"Boyfriend" director, Parks
is not new to the directing
field.
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Love life of Middle
aged Kyoto couple
compared to their
daughter and her
fiance. plus
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"The
Lender,"
an
original play by Fernando
Josseau, will be presented by
the SJSU Spanish Theatrical
Group on Nov. 26 and 27 at
8:15 p.m. in the Studio
Theater of the Theater Arts
Department.
Complimentary invitations
to this program may be
obtained in the Department
of Foreign Languages.
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Directed by Kon Ichikawa

COCKTAILS PITCHER BEER
ANCHOR STEAM BEER
HAPPY HOUR FROM 4-6 PM
SUBMARINES FROM 95c
FUN MUSIC_ POOL TV

on Tuesday
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’The Lender’
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The Sarod player has given
concerts throughout India
and over All India Radio, as
well as touring China as a
member of a cultural
delegation from India.

"I really started directing
about 10 years ago. I
directed downtown years
ago," he said.
Among his directorial
stints at SJSU are "Sticks
and Bones," and he will
direct "And Baby Maked
Three", a play by a graduate
student, next March.
The play as a theme of
women’s liberation.

SE ADULT FILMS
:
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Rule change threatens loans

Hitchhiking:
big gamble
By Tom Peterson
Hitchhiking can lead to
dangerous situations for
those thumbing a ride,
according to representatives of the San Jose and
University Police.
A number of students
agree.
Capt. Joe Accarello of
the San Jose Police
Department said he would
advise anyone who is going
to hitchhike to be selective
about who he or she accepts a ride from.
He cited the murder a
few weeks ago in Milpitas
of Josephine Jeannette
Decaso, who was found
dead in a stable. He said he
had read she had been
hitchhiking while looking
for work.
Sgt. Bill Correll of the
University Police explained that the state
hitchhiking laws do not
prohibit it, but merely say
the hitchhiker must be out
of the roadway and not
soliciting
rides
at
prohibited areas like
freeway entrances.
"I’ve noticed the trend in
hithhiking decreasing,"
Correll said. He attributed
the decline to the number
of assaults and robberies
that have been reported by
the press.
During
1973,
both
Newsweek and Reader’s
Digest magazines warned
of the dangers of hitchhiking.
"College areas provide
the best hunting grounds,"
according to a Newsweek
article, claiming those who
rob and assault hitchhikers
will cruise areas that will
probably have a large
number of hitchhikers.
According to a Reader’s
Digest article, "One out of
every six (female hit-

chhikers) will become the
victim of some category of
sex crime, ranging from
indecent exposure to
forcible rape."
Student opinion
Opinions of local students
vary on hitchhiking’s
dangers.
Some students have
have
they
admitted
hitchhiking
discontinued
because of bad experiences.
Others say they have
never had trouble while
thumbing a ride but many
continue to hitchhike
despite the problems they
have experienced.
too
became
"It
dangerous with all the
weirdos around," said Sara
Moore, a SJSU freshman.
"I met some neat
said
she
people,"
describing hitchhiking as
exciting, but said she
stopped "because it was
too dangerous."
She has also stopped
hitchhiking at the time the
Zodiac killer was in the
news "because it was too
dangerous."
Armandeo Garcia said
he stopped hitchhiking
after a man who picked up
him and his girl friend
made a pass at her while
Garcia was riding in the,
back of the truck.
"I like it," said Julie
Danes, drama major,
about hitchhiking. But she
no longer
hitchhikes
because of problems she
has had.
Danes said she thinks the
major problem with hitchhiking is that she finds
that most people who pick
up a girl think she is
"loose."
Weird people
Jeanne
Socin,
occupational therapy major,
said she never hitchhikes in
San Jose because "there
are too many really weird
people. She said she hitchhikes in her hometown of
Escondido which she
described as a "small
community."
Socin said she hitchhikes

Jeep Johnson

’Thumbing’ can lead to trouble
when she has no other
transportation, when she is
with someone else or wants
to be alone.
For protection, she said,
with
hitchhikes
she
someone else or takes
along her dog.
"I like to hitchhike to the
beach with my surfboard
and my St. Bernard," she
said.
Richard Bugaj, forestry
major, said that he never
had a bad experience
hitchhiking, but said he
would advise girls "not to
hitchhike alone."
"I hitchhike," said Dan
Grody,
New
College
student, "just when I need
a ride." He said he would,
most times, take other
transportation forms if
available.
Grody said he has not
had any real trouble while
hitchhiking, Just "one
strange guy, but nothing to
worry about."
Kent Akres, liberal arts
major, said he has never
had any trouble in the three
years he has hitchhiked
and said that he likes to do
it.
But, Akres said, if other
transportation is available,
he will take it because he
does not like to wait for a
ride.
"I like," said Tom
Holliday, "to interact with
people." He described
hitchhiking as a way to do
this
while
traveling,
characterizing traveling in

one own car "like being in
your own home."
Enjoy it
"I enjoy it as a way to
journey," he said. "In all
my hitchhiking, I never
had an experience that I
have regretted."
"It’s cheap," said Shawn
mechanical
O’Brien,
engineering major. He said
the biggest problem he has
had is with people who
drive fast.
"I’ve waited a long time
exits,"
(freeway)
at
O’Brien said, "that’s a bad
experience."
Gail Cordray, sociology
major, said she has had
only one bad experience
during seven years of
hitchhiking, and this has
not stopped her from
continuing to hitchhike.
She said two men who
had given her a ride were
threatening her with a
knife when the police
happen to come by.
"If your going to hitchhike, something like this
is bound to happen," she
said. "Your taking your
chances whatever you do."
"I’m a lot more careful
now," Cordray said. She
said she is more selective
about who she accepts a
ride from, after looking
them over carefully.
She said she would like to
see the transit system
improved, because until it
is, she said she has no other
way to get anywhere,
except to hitchhike

Optional GREs depend onBunzel
Graduate
Record
Examinations (GRE) which
have been required of all
graduate students may soon
become a departmental
option.
According to Dr. Rex
Burbank, acting associate
dean of graduate studies, the
graduate study committee
and the Academic Senate
have agreed that each
department should be able to
decide whether or not
graduate students need take
GRE tests.
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The recommendations
from these two groups to
eliminate the university wide requirement have gone
to SJSU President John
Bunzel, who will make the
final decision.
Bunzel was not available
for comment.
Student gripes over the
years are what spurred an
evaluation of the necessity
and uses of the GRE tests,

Spartaguide
FRIDAY
Hillel will meet at 8 p.m. in
the Jewish Student Center,
441 S. 10th St. Guest speaker
will be Ehud Ulmart, a
member of the Israeli
Parliament. He will talk
about the Palestinian controversy and the status of
Jerusalem.
Vietnamese
Student
Association will meet at 7:30
p.m. in BUS 15.
SATURDAY
SUSU Karate team will
compete in the Stanford
Invitational Karate Tournament at Stanford Gym.
Competition begins at 10
a.m, and everyone is
welcome.

"HOLIDAY SEASONS"
ARE
APPROACHING
Don’t be caught behind!!

THE BRUYERE SHOPPE
"For all your smoking needs"

Open 7 days
a week
for your
convenience.

"Where fine
tobaccos
of the world
come to rest"

520 The Pruneyard: Campbell: 371-6840
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Burbank said.
The basic GRE test is a
three-hour aptitude test to
measure general scholastic
ability at the graduate level.
"Very few departments
use the GRE test scores to
determine admittance into
graduate
programs,"
Burbank said. "Students
resented
the
expense
(110.50) and felt the scores
were just shoved into their
records."
Burbank added that some
departments also feel the
test scores are not needed.

/

"I think I agree that it
should be optional, but you
can make a case for
requiring the tests. We can
compare the scores of
graduate students today with
those in past years," he said.
But when asked if students
should have to pay to take a
test to be used only for administrative purposes,
Burbank said no.
If Bunzel agrees to drop
this requirement, students
will have to find out if their
department requires the
tests or not

Proposed
federal
guidelines, if adopted, could
SJSU’s
parthreaten
ticipation in the Federally
Student
Loan
Insured
(FLS1.) program.
An average of 2,500 SJSU
students obtain loans under
the program each year,
according to Richard Pfaff,
of
director
associate
financial aids.
The proposed guidelines
establish a ceiling of 10 per
cent on defaults of student
loans which are in the
repayment period.
The federal government
insures against default and
pays 7 per cent interest while
the student is in school he
said.
Pfaff said the 10 per cent
ceiling is "the most objectional concern."
"It implies that somehow
the school is responsible for
the default rate."
FISL
program
The
requires the university to
validate attendance while

the student obtains a loan
through private lending
institutions, he explained.
The repayment period
normally begins nine months
after a student has left
school.
"Once the student leaves
here we have absolutely no
collection responsibilities,"
Pfaff said.
He added that since SJSU
only validates a student’s
attendance, the Financial
Aids office has no way of
knowing whether or not the
default rate for former SJSU
students exceeds the 10 per
cent ceiling.
Although
the
new
guidelines imply that HEW
compiles these figures,
Charles Banks, San Francisco HEW public relations
officer, said his office
doesn’t have the figures.
The default "figures are
compiled by region," Banks
said. He explained that the
banks report the default and
that these figures, "aren’t

Trustees to rule
on grade removal
Trustees of the California
and
State
University
Colleges (CSUC) will rule on
proposed guidelines for
an
administration
of
academic renewal program
next Wednesday during their
regular monthly meeting in
Los Angeles.
The academic renewal
program, pased in September by the trustees,
provides that students
returning to the CSUC
system after five years or
more may have the option of
having up to one school
year’s grades removed from
their record.
The proposed guidelines
were compiled by Chancellor
Glen Dumke’s staff and if
approved, the academic

renewal plan would go into
effect in January, according
to a CSUC spokesman.

broken off by schools."
HEW’s Region Nine, which
includes California, Nevada,
Arizona and Hawaii, has a 40
per cent default rate for
loans in a repayment status
according to Banks.

"The bulk of the default
rate is in California," he
said. He indicated that other
states in the region had
default rates under the
national average of 7.3 per
cent.
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MODERNE DRUG CO.
Open Till Midnight Every Day Of The Year

998-8800
50 E. SANTA CLARA

PRESCRIPTIONS

MEXICO FLING

AT MAZATLAN

JANUARY 17 thru JANUARY 22
AT
THE BEAUTIFUL PLAYA DEL REV HOTEL
on the beach
INCLUDING:
: JET ROUND TRIP SAN FRANCISCO/
MAZATLAN
: 5 nites-6 days hotel accomodations
(based on twin bedded rooms)
: BREAKFAST AND DINNER each day
: TRANSFER AIRPORT TO HOTEL
PRICE S300.00 per person
For information;: Daily Travel
2405 vVinchester 3Ivd.
Campbell, 374-2712

Car Insurance
it doesn’t have to cost that much!
Because now there’s a new

College Student
Auto Insurance Plan
. with the lowest possible rates and
a convenient, monthly payment plan
Call Mike Foley for a no -obligation quote
(408) 984-2000
1101 S. Winchester Blvd, G-175
San Jose, Calif. 95138

AFRO HAIR GOODS
available now at

10th St. Pharmacy
Assortment of Shampoos, Hair Food, Hair & Scalp
Conditioner, Sprays, & Hair Relaxant including:

ULTRA SHEEN

Hair conditioner & Hair dress
jar
11.25
oz.
2
8 oz. jar 13.35
Permanent Creme Relaxer 4.75 2 oz. jar
Hairfood 7 oz. jar 4.50 1.8 oz. jar 11.75
Tangle Free Shampoo Hormone Shampoo

ESIRG

PRO -LINE

Hair Food 4 oz. jar 12.00
Oil Sheen 7 oz. can $1.50

10TH ST. PHARMACY
10th & Santa Clara 294-9131

The Organization of Arab Students presents
nn OPEN FORUM:

THE PALESTINIAN
QUESTION
nou
Speaker:
MIN
Professor of Sociology, American
Staff
University, Washington D.C.
Editor of the Mid -East R
Project publication (MERIP).

22
FRIDAY,
S.D. .1111111i1111111
12:30pm
5J5U
FREE

4
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"EHUD ULMART"

More book orders on time

Dr. Pierre Noyes

Forum probes

Iran conditions
Between 35,000 and 40,000 political prisoners are being
incarcerated in Iran, said speakers at a forum on the Mideast
held Wednesday at the Student Union.
The forum was sponsored by the Iranian Students
Association, the Social Awareness Committee and the A.S.
Speaking at the forum were San Jose attorney John
Thorne, who has investigated prison conditions in Iran, Dr.
Pierre Noyes of Stanford University and Sharon LaBere
Motalebi, a former Iranian prisoner.
The CIA, said Thorne, is responsible for overthrowing the
previous ruler of Iran and placing in power the Shah.
Since then, he said, poets, artists and other intellectuals
have been tried for attempting to kidnap the Shah.
Thorne further said the United States is pumping $18 billion
a year into Iran, but the money is going to "money grabbers"
and "not to the people."
Iran’s conditions, he said, can be partly explained by the
fact the U.S. with six per cent of the world’s population,
consumes 45 per cent of the world’s resources.
"Third World people are not getting their fair share," he
said.
Noyes compared the situation resulting from U.S. involvement in Iran to that which resulted from similar involvement in Vietnam and Chile.
"Make no mistake about it; oppression is their aim," he
said.
Noyes also uged people to "work in solidarity for own
liberation."
Motalebi, a U.S.citizen, said she was in Iran visiting inlaws three years ago when she was arrested by the Iranian
Secret Police (SAVAK).
She was, she said, arrested for taking pictures depicting
contrasts of life in Iran.
She was charged, she said, with espionage and being procommunist, and was sentenced to five months in jail upon
oeing found guilty of propogating communism.

Home Ec prof
dies at age 58
Dr. Helen Marie Evans, 58,
retired associate professor
of home economics at SJSU,
%Nos found dead in her
apartment on Nov.13.
She was discovered by her
daughter who had become
concerned when her mother
did not answer the phone.
Evans was last seen by
friends on Nov. 10, reports
said.
Evans taught at SJSU
from 1965 to 1972.
fortunate
"Students
enough to take her classes
were encouraged to open
their eyes to objects of
beauty - both man-made
and natural - design and
color in tide pools, clouds or
the glaze on a pot," said
Anna Laze, home economics
professor and colleague of
Evans.
Evans authored a book,
’Man
the
Designer,"
published last year by
Macmillian Publishing Co. A
recent review by the New

York Times called the book
on basic color and design
"fantastic."
The book is used as a
textbook as well as a book for
the professional and the
interested layperson.
Prior to coming to SJSU
Evans taught at Southern
Illinois University. A native
of Iowa, she received her
doctorate from Michigan
State University.
She is survived by her
daughter, Mrs. Cyndee
Garmany of San Jose; two
brothers and a sister, all of
Iowa

There IS a
difference!!!
PREASRE FOR:

MCAT
DA,

Over 35,,.,
ol elperience
and success
Small classes

LSAT
GRE
ATGSB
OCAT
CPAT
FLEX
ECFMG
NAT’L MED BOS
voluminous home
study materials

was only a small proportion. reportedly turned in only
By Bill Kucher
"I can pin the bulk of the eight orders by deadline.
Instructor’s failure to
reorder textbooks on time blame on the uncertainties in
Putney said only five
for upcoming semesters our department," said Dr. sociology instructors are
have caused students to lose D.N. Rothblatt, chairman of uncertain
about
their
money during the used book Urban and Regional Plan- retention, but the real
at
Spartan ning
Department.
His problem was that permanent
buy-back
Bookstore in past years. department turned no orders faculty find it hard to think
However, this year the in on time.
about next semester while
"I’ll have to take the they are still participating in
faculty responded.
The orders are well responsibility on that," the present one.
"Hold off" book orders
above any year than we had Hothblatt said, "I’m at fault
before," said Don Kobold, because we’re sure about 90
"The problems of faculty
The per cent of what we’re of- cuts is not gob g to delay
textbook manager.
book orders in this departinstructors are coming fering."
Students accept It
ment, except for a few partthrough good."
At last Friday’s spring
"The problem is the time faculty," said Dr. Ron
semester order deadline 501 students participate in Rabedeau, psychology
orders had been recieved. planning the curriculum and department chairman.
"I’ve had part-time inLast year yielded only 287 we have not yet finalized
orders for more than 1,000 plans for next semester," structors ask me if they
order
books,"
instructors at deadline, said Harold De Bay, provost should
of New College.
Rabedeau said, "I’ll tell
according to Kobold.
New College had no orders them to hold off a bit."
During the past semesters
"The real problem is that
it was estimated that placed on time, but De Bay
students lost $25,000 because said the students accept it the average faculty member
the instructors did not get because they decide which doesn’t recognize the imtheir orders in on time, books are used in classes and portance of deadlines for
according to a surveilikiii- sell’ used texts to each other book orders," Rabedeau
said.
by A.S. Consumers Swit- on their own.
Three days after the
"We have 19 people who
chboard.
know what they are going to deadline an additional 100
Hold back orders
orders had come in.
"We’re so far ahead of the teach," said Snell Pitney,
Changes cause loss
Department
game," Kobold said, "even Sociology
Another way students can
Sociology
with the cutbacks. I think chairman.
some of them are holding
back on their orders because
of it."
Kobold said he had to
cancel four orders from the
History Department because
the temporary instructors
were not retained. With
approximately 100 class
4 10" Maps fits all Choy or GMC n lug
ANNOUNCEMENTS
sections in danger of being
pickup. Call arg after 5.30 weekdlY1
Any time on weekend SOO, 3541392.
dropped, Kobold said he
in
SO
per
cent
Discount
on
All
Jewelery
envisioned problems.
Guitar, like new. Acoust Alvarez by
our 48 page catalog featuring over
Yamaha w hdwd case. New aPPit
However, he said faculty
350 creations of fashion ieweleryS310, Sell for 5175.00. Call 325-5030.
rings-watches-pendants-pinsmembers should turn their
earrings-tie
tars -cuff
links.
Turquoise, Rugs and Leather. Come
orders in even if they aren’t
Receive your FREE CATALOG and
on down, stop in and shop around
RING SIZER py sending 25 cents for
sure they will be teaching or
408E. Williams St. Phone 990-1262.
postage Lind ’handling to: Unique
Sony 6660 Best tape recorder made by
if the class will be held.
Industries, Box 11275 Cupertino, CA
Wholesaled buyers
If book orders don’t come
mid-December,
in
by
students will not be able to
sell back their used texts for
60 per cent of purchase price,
Kobold said.
If the book’s will not be
used at SJSU in the next
semester or are not on the
reorder list they will be
wholesaled to large book
buyers at 10 to 25 per cent of
original cost.
Consumers Switchboard
surveyed last year’s figures
and averaged the amount
lost with statistics supplied
by Kobold. However, Kobold
said the figure was incorrect.
"Last semester professors
didn’t know they had to order
books in time because new
sections were added," said
Bill Clarkson, Consumers
Switchboard director. "This
year they don’t have that
excuse."
Linked to CAR
"Last semester I sent off a
reminder to every department telling about the $25,000
loss," Clarkson said, "most
of the instructors weren’t
aware of the loss students
were taking."
In addition to uncertain
class offerings, late orders
have been linked to CAR
scheduling classes without
instructors in advance and
new professors that have not
yet arrived on campus.
However, Kobold said that

Levis
PATCH
POCKET
CORDUROY
PATCH
POCKET
BRUSHED
DENIM
PATCH
POCKET
DENIM
REELS
MATCHING
JACKETS
Plus LEVI TOPS

Tope lacitities for
Innen, ol oass
lessons and fort,
of supplementary
matetials

P.O.’ T546 TIAIDER.$35(

Mahe ups le
mimed irssnos

THOUSA NOS
VE
IH SCOPES

RAISED Ti-I)
C,,,. at axe

25 Taylor Street
San Francisco, Cc. 9410?
(415)613132 i

41.
shot/xi

66I166

agab

3660 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Hehmil Kiddie World)

Ph. 217-3700
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave

Ph. 374-3202
.,,(.112)3311.5mo,

lose out now will be through
edition and text changes
Kobold said he will keep
updating the buy-back lists
until Dec. 20.

Will Speak About the Palestinian
Controversy h., The Status of Jerusalem

FREE ADMISSION

However, if the books are
not ordered by Dec. 5 Kobold
cannot guarantee they will
be delivered on time because
it takes one month to fill an
order.

Friday Night -Nov. 22, 1974
Jems7h:S3t0udePritMCenter
441 So. Tenth St., San Jose

Sponsored By HILLEL

SPECIAL
from the

LA PLAZITA
MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Now that you have tried our food, we are
continuing our special by popular demand.
If you haven’t tried our food, now is
the time to do so ate livings. We are
open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner on
Mon.-Thurs. 7a.m.-9p.m. Fri. -Sat. 7a.m.12p.m. and Sun. 9a.m.-9p.m.

:Valuable Coupon

9

Come try usl

La Plazita
998-9199
89 E. San Fernando (between 2nd & 3rd sts.)

Two enchiladas
with rice and beans
! Good until Nov. 29, ’74__

CLASSIFIED

Courses that are
constantly updated

,eartTewhar
nixinlYs .44a
0.6 *Nor’.,
wise 6 ewe Ran,

Israeli Parliment Member
-Free Center Party -

95014

Marxism Vs. Maoism. by Gorden Fox,
Sponsored by the Young Socialist
Alliance, Tues . Nov 26, 12:30 p.m.
In AS Council Charnbers, S. Union
Early Graduation sound Appealing?
Check out January Session courses
for those extra units
Is demonic possession your thing? Try
Antiwar 106. Features firewalking.
shamanism. whitchcraft and much
more
Office for Rent at Newman Center, 79
S. Rh St., 320 sq ft, plus adloining
room 120 sq ft. $100 rno Call 295
1771, Shirlee Cummings or Phil
McCrillis
Future CPA’S Learn How to Prepare
for the CPA Exam
Becker CPA
Review Course. Call collect 1415)
701 4395 or 1408 251 8446
The Christian Science Organization
meets 7.30 p.m. Thursdays in the
student chapel between the gyms
Everyone is welcome!
The Ideol Gift. The Profit by R. Berk
man Spartan Books 51.95
Ballot- College use
classes
at
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" tor beginning and in
termediate students Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, Director. 241 1300
Hair Removed by a
Unw
Registered Nurse Electrologist
Phone 265 1440 I 9 p
2186 Lincoln
Ave
Rent a TV or Stereo, free delivery free
service. Esche’s 251 2598.
Hey You Turkeys, Win a Turkey,
duck, or Chicken at the annual Alpha
Phi Omega Turkey Trot. Race tO
Willairn St. Park and back. Two
divisions. Pro and Amateur Entries
available in Student Activities Office
or any Friday Flick. Individual and
team trophies, too. Coming on Nov.
26.
We’re singing hi the rain. JiAt singing
In the rain Why? Because we’ve
January session
signed up for
classes.

FOR SALE
mE RI-JUANA CHRISTMAS TREE
Alt high cannabis plant
identical reproduction
Guaranteed super gift
Do a number with your tree
SI4 95 inci free poste
newest
Jose’s
- San
waterbed company -experience the
comforts and pleasures of a tropical
Island right in your own bedr0Conl,
fellow
students.
by
Operated
Islander Waterbeds, 1528 W San
Carlos 12biks west of Sears) 292
5213
French Mini Moterbikt White Solex
1000-Practically New -so light you
can use it as a regular bike 295-3673
Soling..
Waterbeds by Yining
Heaters
Liners
Mattresses
Matt Pads, 1886
Frames
Sheets
W San Carlos. 7870350
large variety
Flocked Velvet P
6250 each. New summer king size
tapestries S4.95 Incense pack of 25
for SO cents Large variety of patImported
ches Iron on Ira
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphonahas Strobe lights. Large
variety ol black lights. on* block
from the college BO E San Fernando
St
.
_

Sony. Automatic reverse, records
and plays in both directions. Just
adlustul, cleaned and oiled. 1375
(would cost $1KR new) 371-5007 after
5:00 Pm.

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST
RAPE
ASSAULT!
Carry
REBUFF personal protection Spray
In your purse or pocket. Holds and
conceals easily in hand. Also
protects against vicious dog attacks
Mailable and legal in Calif Post.
paid, tax incl., $3.3008, 2 fOr .56.501
Send Check or money order to L R,
Walton, 2342 Kenwood Ave. San
Jose, CA 95128. Mall order only!
licyclost 010.3 Bicycle Barn has all
models to satisfy your needs. If your
interest is in racing bikes, there is a
wide selection to choose from
Touring bikes are also in stock to
round out a complete bicycle
collection. Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs. All
rnaior parts for bikes are available
SO come down and let Gene’s take
care of your bicycle needs 293,7697
1188 E

Williams 5.1

Waterbeds -San
Jose’s
oldest
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories, Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty. Yin Yang Waterbeds.
Locations in San Jose, Campbell,
Santa Clara, Mountain View, and
Morgan Hill. Visit our warehouse
showroom at 2335 S. 7th St. at Tully
Road. 99E5660.

1912 Dodge Challenger, Red with white
top, 060 Tires with US.rnags. Call
Fred 797.0331 evenings
Noah’s Ark
Waterbed Co.
116 Keyes St , San Jose
289 11451
SALE! Prices Reduced On
Many Styles Up to 20percent
Complete Heated Beds From 5129
Wedding Photography. Gentle all
Natural color, photography for your
wedding You keep all phots taken
plus the original negatives land a
free, white embossed album Budget
priced for highest quality work.
Please call for details Photography
by Dale Maggio 292 2601 evenings

Performance w
Peak
Achieve
unique Mercury cars
accurate
Sync on all flOnde 4 cyl 750 M.C.
Call 731.5300.

typewriter -Royal Portable
Excellent Condition S3$
262 4651

Eporgencad Thesis Typist Master’s
Marianne
Reports Dissertations
Ave
Escobar
Tamberg 137
Telephone 356 4248, Los Gatos
Typing
Very Reasonable
Short notice, my horne,,267 1119

Wanted Serious. Reliable Artists, Lit
air,
handsome studio, comp
CeStino facilities. No 158 Goble Ln
S60 a month. Call 269 8583 or 225-0911

45 cents per

’67 TNIA Mill cond. Amer MUM, Gdvr
Radials. Now top & seats. AM Radio.
Roll Bar -Cherry $7150 offer 226
5938

$330 Pants Special, pants longer or
shorter if you know the inseam
measure needed. 1 day service.
Must bring this ad -NO LIMITTailor on duty, KELLEY & LOUISE
CLEANERS, Santa Clara St. at 1216
St.
Typing -term papers, theses,
Phone
experienced and fast
8674

Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse ElectrolOgist
Phone 265 1440 1 9pm 2186 Lincoln
Ave
Thesis & Academic
Typist.
IBM
Selectric Ii Ask alsChlt my bonus
rate for students Call Andrea 297
2331.
Typing neat,
IBM Selectric
Call Lori 578 8090 af ter 5p m.
Drycloan & Press bring this ad 2 pants
YOU PAY FOR ONE limited offer
ends Oct 31
KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS Santa Clara Street at
12th
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist 00eS at iv
the price with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers, Phone 996.1252
for free estimate

contemporary approach in
Want
your studies. January Session
courses specialize In current topics.

Roomte 10 Share
J Oar- icrone
with young teacher Prefer women
but will consider men Call 225-75S1.

2 Sr..S110 New Carpets, drapes. pool &
roc room 2 Mks from college 5:e
SO 5th St 2162019
Porn. Apt., I Edrin water, garb &
gas Pd sI40 per my. 742 5 eth St
Phone 246 6238 or 2980)95

Roomate Needed, Christian Woman
132 yrs I wishes to share two Story
condo in Cupertino 257 7536 after 5
p.m
Woman Rm. Mate wanted to share 2
owl, apt. w.sarne No pets or
smoking. Grad student or age 25+1
prefer Saratoga Call Carol (eves.)
867-4197.
Studio, ken. Clean, Quiet. S110 plus
depellt. All util pd. 2 blocks from
SJSU Avail Dec 15 293 4401 eves
Two or Throe Bedroom Apartments
for Rent, 470S 11th St , Office Hours
8-5 Mon Thru Fro

e

2 Ildrm. Apts. for rent. 1170-5190 rno
sum Deposit Lease til May See
Mgr 635 5 0th St No 1 290 0102

San Jose Residence Club Co-ed
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking. linen & maid
service, color T.V. Ping pang, kit.
Chen facilities, inside courtyard.
grand piano. free Continental break
fast 179.50 share, 5109.50 single. 202
S. 15th 51. Phone 293.7374

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

3.00

325

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

.50

CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH
Skilled mechanic speciatilind In
Foreign Economy & Low, cars
Tuneup, repair & front and &Ion
men/ OPIM Sat Bring this IP for
diScOunt. 797.300 PIG N. 13 St.

10

Cycle Helmet LASS, Sale!
per cent disc
on brand name
helmets & ace with this ad. thni
Dec 9. 1974 House of Honda 2478 W.
El Camino, nat View, 941 2177.

Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auio repairs Maior repairs on
cars
F reign
Minor only on
American cars Es. VW tune up OS
total, all work guaranteed STEVE
GEDDES 295 3771

EuropeIsratelAtrica
Student flights all year round
CONTACT ISCA. 11687 San Vincente
Blvd No 4, L.A Calif 90049
Tel 1213 t 826 5669. 826 0955

Men & Women Drivers for ice cream,
candy. Soft drink route Afternoons
and weekends. full or part time 3010
50 percent commission Tropical Ice
Cream Co. 330 Race St. 297 42211

Hawaii-New York-Europe Student
CO and Hostel Card -rail passes intro European flights Free trace,
info Contact Student Services West,
230k Santa Clara No 710. San Jose,
CA, 95113. (4081 2078301

Need rode to L A Plan to go leave
Friday. Nov
IS
Will share ex
penses Call 2911 3212 after S p v.

P m

ENTERTAIrs’

LOST /A FOUND
Rectangular
Eygl
-Brown
Frames in beige case Lost Nov I.
9th & Reed 520 Reward Coil Collect
14151 726 6828

Friday Flicks presents "Romeo &
Juliet" Franco Zeffirelli’s classic
poem of youth, love and violence. A
totally uncut version. 2 shows 7£ 10
p.m. Morris Dailey And Nov 22.
This Friday 51 00 by Alpha Plsi
Omega.

Lost: Summit Calculator -Serial No,
10771 Nov 12 Reward Call 996.7439.

NIL! WANTED
TRANSPORTATION
for
Car
no
Wanted.
Driver
Passengers) to Tucson, Ariz -Dec
21 -Christmas Phone 354 4109

Going to Albany N V
or
goiaS
vacation Would like riders to split
COSt call 295 21/4

Must speak Chinese
Walter, cop
Waikiki Village, 15466 Los Gatos
Blvd. Los Gatos, CA
Female Model Wanted for drawing.
painting, and sculpture Hours and
salary to be arranged Call 293 7433
ask for Don

SELL IT
PERSONALS
WITH A SPARTAN

Wholesale Waterbeds, from one of
largest frame infer Call 263 9520
eves aft 5. 2639521 weekends
P111 1150 awkward semester break with
something worthwhile -January
Session courses.

DAILY

Curtain Up. Light the lights January
Session debuts in 1925 starring more
than 75 courses

CLASSIFIED ADI

How Would YOU Like to Spend Xmas
In the Santo Cruz MIS? Wanted 7
MUM to line in int home from 12 19
to 1,14. Call for further details 353
1062 after 6 P m

(Count approx. 37 letters and

spaces

for each line)

Print Name

Phone

Address
Ito,

Check a Classification
(P Help Wanted
( ) Housing
( ) LoSt and Found

AuteMotorcycle Insurance-Tired el
being ripped off? Call CSIS Campus
Insurance
service
Exclesive
Student programs Lowest rateS, Wei
Student rigused Call 219 1681 or, stop
by 1045 Third St 2nd Floor Ord si
& San Salvador I

.35

.50

( I Personals
( ) Services
( ) Transportation

0,11

Derek 98.1 4864

.35

2.50

.50

rroo,

or

English Only
All Makes, Triumph, Ford, spec
English mech Free est . Student
Discount Phone 297 3446 work
guaranteed

Room with kit. priv. Quiet
Non
smoker only S blks to SJSU. S75 mei
287 3125 or 734 2244 not 320

Do You Really Care about Han.
Understanding
’Rapped People?
female sought to share apt, with
sensitive young rnao W C.P and
voice defect Call 298 2306 after 5.00

Dead

Print Your Ad Here:

2.00

) Announcements
) Automotive
) For Sale

Fernando
Near Centennial Hall & Library.
Kitchen
T V .
Parking. color
privileges, linen & maid service.
S69.50 share. 589.50 single 237k San
Fernando. Phone 293 7374.

Cars

pay!! Free Towing
or Steve 3953171

Girl Wonted to move 0103 berm turn
apt near school w 3 other girls
$5310 &saunt 1 erCnisal ,219.7147.71.5.

Each
tonal dav

MInIrnuna Three lines One Day

Matson
’66 Restored
Hardtop. moos, radials Much work
done -Must see 51400 736 94i
(work) or 736 2295
lwOrk) Or /167295

Mother Olsons. Ten locations
near college Kitchen facilities, color
T V & maid service S19 SO share.
$2650 single, weekly 122 N 0th St
Phone 293 6345

HOUSING

4 final

.50

Room for Rent in Lovely Home. Pool.
Clubhouse next to golf course. Kit
Priv si65 per ino Near IBM 224 0411

Assistance,
Writing & R
Typing and editing, Call evenings
226.8470.
BalsysIttlng
Near IBM
226 9945-Candy

Waored

Attractive. clean. quiet burn, room for
girl Kit priv Near SJSU 570 mo
& dep All utii pd 2934101 eves

Professional Typist
IBM Selectric. 867.2309 eves
Prof. Typing. Term papers. reports.
Theses, cot. IBM Selectric with
Greek symbols, script, reg type. 13
years. imp Phone 925 0749

5 lines

..ch arJelltgill line
Add
.50

etc
269

AUTOMOTIVE

YEAR ROUND RATES. S135, 2 Bdrrn
unfUrn apt., sm, pets ok 4 minute
drive from SJS. 2000106 Or 208.6382

For Permanent Hair Removal
Call registered electrologist
at 235 E Santa Clara St 3944199

Classified Rates
Two Three I gut Flue
days days days days
2.00 2.25 2.40 2.50

One
day

11.50

25 cents each you 00 if DRYCLEAN,
pants sweaters, skirts, shirts, most
dresses inct Must bring this ad -NO
LIMIT

One Ildrm. Apt., Porn , Clean. Quiet,
5135 plus dep., All util pd
bike from
SJSU Avail Dec. 15, 293 4401 eves

Female to Share Spacious 2 Blew Apt.
in Campbell
(near
Pruneyard)
Phone 377,5526.

Your Paper Read, Edited for a modest
Experienced and Thorough
Ito
Tutorial approach Joe 371 4497

lines

Drycloan & Press, bring this ad 7
Pants YOU PAY FOR ONE -limited
offer ends Nov 30. Sorry limit 2
pants per week.

Huge 1 1511rm. Apt. ! blk from cam
pus. 1 1 3 bath -carpeting $160 439 S
4th St. Call 9938619

SSRVICES

Toyota Celle., Red, Air. Meg Wheel,
Tarn, 24 MPG, Many Extras. Like
New Best Offer -Jim 14151 7170366

Shroded Foam Rubber
pound Call 193 7954

CA

Downtown Wat eeeeee -Under new
managment. Low priceS On berth new
and used waterbeds and ac
cessories Check our prices! Special
prices on purchases of 2 or more
waterbeds, 416 W San Carlos St .
2072000.

Student TyNng SO cents page plus
paper 396S. 11th St call Tarnrna 9900352.

Enclosed

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO. SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE.
CALIF 1t14

Is $

For

_Days

Deadiine, Two days prior to
Publication
Consamutive publication Pates
only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Cabbies file suit to halt Dia I-a -Ride system
By Joel Konopken
Dial -a -Ride bus service
will, at long last, begin
throughout Santa Clara
County Sunday.
But it may not last long if a
suit filed by eight area cab
companies is successful.
The suit, filed Monday,
contends that by implementing Dial-a-Ride, the
Santa Clara County Transit
District (CTD) will illegally
"divert, lessen and compete
for patronage and revenues
that otherwise would go to
the cabs," said Anthony J.
Anastasi, attorney for the
cab companies.
The suit further contends
that the CTD should have
cab
the
compensated
companies for the lost
revenue they would realize
imby
Dial -a -Ride’s
plementation.
Anastasi cited Public
Utilities Commission Code,
Section 100055.1 as evidence
in his favor for the suit.
That section states that no
shall
district
transit
-establish any transit service or system or maintain
and operate such a service or
system until it has completed the purchase of any
existing system or any part
thereof."
Jobs endangered
Anastasi said the cab
companies’ loss of revenue
due to Dial-a-Ride could
endanger the jobs of about
500 employes.
About two years ago the
CTD had, before beginning
operation, bought out three
area bus companies.
County Counsel William
Siegel said that the CTD is
not required to buy out the
cab companies, since the
cabs represent a different,
more personal type of
transportation, and to
a4surne the two systems are
competing is "to compare
apples and oranges."
On Monday the CTD will
be required in court to show
cause why the cab companies should not be bought
out.
Largest system
If the suit does not halt
Dial-a-Ride, the system will
become the largest in the
country integrating fixed
arterial bus routes with
demand -response, personalized transit (PT) buses.
The system is intended to
be an improvement over the
current fixed-route system
by providing service to areas
not currently served (such
as San Jose Municipal
Airport) and by lightening
traffic in the downtown area
by having fewer bus routes
passing through.
The old system was built 50
to 60 years ago when the bulk
of San Jose’s population was
in the downtown area, said
Frank Lara, marketing
officer for the CTD.
The new system, he said,
will cut the number of fixed
routes from 25 to 19, but they
will, on the whole, cover
more miles than the previous
system.
Quarter fare
To get across the county

for a quarter per person (10
cents for those under 18 or
over 641, one will use the PT
buses to get to the fixed
routes using the following
procedure:
The commuter will call a
number, corresponding to
what portion of the county
one lives in.
The phone numbers are:
North County (Cupertino,
Palo Alto, Mountain View,
Los Altos, Los Altos Hills,
Sunnyvale) 965-3100.
East County (South, East
and Downtown San Jose,
including the SJSU campus
area, Milpitas, Alvisoi 2874210.
West County (Santa Clara,
Los Gatos, Monte Sereno,
Saratoga, portions of West
and South San Jose) 998-3322.
South County ( Morgan
Hill, San Martin, Gilroy 1 6834151.
After phoning that number, the commuter will be
asked by the reservationist
his pickup address, his
destination address, his last
name, his phone number and
number of riders making the
trip.
Hour delay
Riders should call at least
one hour before the desired
departure time.
For the implementation of
the Dial-a-Ride system, the
county has been divided into
18 "Personalized Service
Areas."
The PT buses will take the
commuter anywhere within
the service area in which the
ride originated. If the ride
begins and ends within the
service area, no transfer will
be necessary.
If, however, the ride
extends out of the service
area, the commuter will take
a free transfer and will get
off the PT bus on a street
corner where the fixed route
leading to the eventual
destination stops.
Return trip
On the return trip, the
commuter can use Dial-a.
Ride to get home by taking a
fixed route to a transfer
point where the Dial-a-Ride
bus will stop even if no one
has phoned in requesting it
stop there.
Each PT bus, however,
will go in either one directioneither clockwise or
counter-clockwise.
Therefore, to reach one’s
destination as quickly as
possible, it will be beneficial
to ask the PT bus driver
which direction it is going.
Those living along the
border of two service areas
should also pay close attention to which area the PT
bus they are about to board
serves.
Propane-fueled
Each of the PT buses,
which are smaller than the
normal buses and are
propane-fueled, will contain
a sign with the name of the
area served.
These areas have Spanish
land-grant names. Those
living near SJSU are in an
area called Pueblo de San
Jose.
Lara said the Dial-a-Ride

Campus briefs
The Fifth Annual Fantasy
Faire will be held in the
Student Union Dec. 2 through
6 and 9 through 12.
Crafts,
magicians,
jugglers and entertainers
will be on hand for student
shoppers. Thirty local artisans will show their wares.
Sponsored by the Student
Community involvement
Project and Community of
Communities, all proceeds
from the faire will go toward
social activities for the
board,
care
and
rehabilitation residents of
downtown San Jose.
Ehud Ulmart, a member
of the Israeli Parliament
from the Free Center Party,
will discuss the Jerusalem
situation and the Palestinian
controversy tonight at 8 in
the Jewish Student Center,
441 S. 10th St. For further
information, contact Ron
Romen at 493-3900, Ext. 248.
A slide show will be
presented by the LusoBrazilian Club today at 12:30

in the S.U. Umunhurn Room,
where Brazil and parts of
South America will be
viewed. Refreshments,
including Portuguese
sweetbread, coffee and
cheese will be served.
Admission is free.

system will serve 97 per cent
of the county area, the only
areas, not served being
portions of the foothills
where it is difficult to turn a
bus.

Riders on either the fixedroute or the PT buses will be
required for the first time to
have the exact fare ready
when they board. Drivers
will not make change.

The PT buses will be in
service week-days from 6
a.m. to 10 p.m., Saturday

from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
Sundays and holidays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m

( 22 rides for $5) are
available near SJSU at 860
W. San Carlos St.

Schedules, service areas,
routes and commute books

They are also available at
the county office on 1555

Burger Dr. and at most city
halls, chambers of comand
libraries,
merce
although the schedules will
not be available until about
Dec. 9.

Pre Holiday
Buy Now While Selections Are Complete & Prices Low
Don’t forget that Thanksgiving is one week later this year meaning there’s one week less Christmas
shopping time from Nov.28th to Dec.24th.Buy now and get the lowest prices and the biggest selection!
/
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Sony Sound System

Quality Kenwood Stereo
SAVE $45.80

Reg. s294.80

Reg. $479.35

$

The Kenwood KR-1400 delivers excellent
AM/FM FM stereo reception and amply
provides for a full stereo system With plenty of power to drive two sets of speaker:.
with minimal distortion BSR 260AX Auto
matic turntable provides you all the playback quality you’d ever want Anti-skating
device, cue/pause mechanism, and mac
netic cartridge Our own ALX two-way
Model 50 speakers produce outstanding
highs as well as quality lows

’249

9

SAVE $80.35

The Sony STR-6046A reCeiYier delivers
20-watts RMS at 8 ohms, enough to
drive speakers to concert hall levels
The BSR 520AX combines a touch of
professional at a system price that you
can really afford. 4 -pole induction motor: shielded anti -magnetic steel platter: adjustable counter -weighted
tone arm and many more. Alco’s ALX
two way Model 300 Speaker system
handles power with great efficiency
and quality playback sound

Pioneer
Car Stereos

BSR

Automatic Turntable

from $4995

ussm7-2.

Alco’s
Price

’39"

TP
TP
TP
TP

The lowest price magnetic cartridge automatic
turntable. Shielded anti -magnetic steel platter.
counter -balanced tonearm with automatic
tonearm lock, jam -proof tonearm, stylus force
adjustment and anti -skating device. Shure
magnetic cartridge Come in and listen today.

Reg. s54.95

232
828
800
8001

549"
s8495
s12495
s14495

CHRISTMAS
LAY -AWAY
PLAN

Trade-in
Your
Components

A small deposit holds your
merchandise on lay -away
until Christmas.

Alco gives you top dollar on
individual components as
well as complete stereo systems.

90
DAYS
FREE
INTEREST

OPEN
TONITE
’TIL
9

On approval of your credit.

Classic Pioneer Sound
PARTS
450% off

Joe Solis will be on campus
Tuesday to recruit for the
master’s program in social
work at the University of
California at Berkeley. He
will be at the EOP building,
9th and San Fernando
streets, from 10:30 a.m. to 3
p.m.

P.15 OPD,WITe,1
101Wir 4
, PS
.ored,e5
Antennas
tub - 13atlenes
WallueTalates
Recording Tape - Rotors - M,
,ophones - plus man) more

al WHOLESALE

The
Black
Students
Organizing Committee will
sponsor a concert at which
"The Young Hearts" will
perform, on Saturday in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room at
8:30 p.m.
Robert Waterbury, a
graduate voice student, will
perform at a Master’s
Recital on Saturday in the
Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Admission is free.

Legally blind persons may
ride for free.

Reg. ’689.75
SAVE!
S13075

$ 59

V

Scotch C-60 Cassette

The Pioneer SX 636 stereo receiver features unusually high sensitivity
and selectivity for fine reception under all conditions. Handles two
pairs of speakers. 2 tape decks will? deck to deck dubbing, mic and
headphone jacks. The Pioneer PL 12 0 features damped cueing, anti skating device, 4 -pole synchronous motor with belt driven 12 -inch
platter Stanton 500E Cartridge included. The ALX 403 speaker system features a 10" woofer and a 21/2" super tweeter.

Alco s
Best Buy

99c

EA.
Reg. 11.88 is
Quality Scotch Hylander tape. both
for voice or music

Open Weekdays 9:30-9, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5
IN

HI-FI/ TV CEN1ERS
SAN JOSE
2nd
So.

50
FREE PARKING

297-7111

CLARA
SANTA
2855 El
(Near MoonlIt

Camino Flea!
Shopping Cnter)

298-3050

LOS ALTOS

CAMPBELL

4916 El Camino Flea!
(So. of San Antonio Rd.)

1625 W

964-7222

(1

Campbell Ave
Westgate)

ml. E of
30127-9

STEVENS CRK.

ALMADEN

3565 Stevens Creek Blvd
(Near San Tomas Expwy )

1033 Blossom Hill Rd
(Ni Almaden Expwy

241-6326

267-7300

